
2–19 Sept 2010  artist’s eye free admission 600 new films



Highlights
THU 2 SEPT
Grand opening; Greg Halls SSDD
POP UP CINEMA 6:30pm 1

FRI 3 SEPT
Holy Mountain / Dotmasters;
Performance / Blek Le Rat
POP UP CINEMA 6:30pm 2

The Empire Strikes Back
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 6pm 3

SAT 4 SEPT
Surfs Up
TABERNACLE 11AM 
REPEATED AT POP UP CINEMA 2.30PM 4

Mr Hulot's Holiday / Inkie
POP UP CINEMA 6:30pm 3

Horror
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 1pm 3

SUN 5 SEPT
Alvin & The Chipmunks 2 
TABERNACLE 11AM 
REPEATED AT POP UP CINEMA 2.30PM 4

Animation; Barbarella / LIVE
ThisisBabooshka
POP UP CINEMA 6:30pm 5

Spanish Films
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 1pm 5

MON 6 SEPT
London Film-makers; Video Cafe
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 6pm 6

TUE 7 SEPT
London Film-makers; Video Cafe
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 6pm 7

Bad Taste 
INN ON THE GREEN 7pm 8

WED 8 SEPT
London Film-makers; Video Cafe
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 6pm 8

Comedy
INN ON THE GREN 6pm 8

THU 9 SEPT
London Film-makers; Video Cafe
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 6pm 9

Punkvert
INN ON THE GREN 6pm 9

FRI 10 SEPT
Spanish; Freestyle / Kolton Lee
POP UP CINEMA 6:30pm 9–10

London Film-makers
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 6pm 9

SAT 11 SEPT
Cloudy with a chance of Meatballs
TABERNACLE 11AM 
REPEATED AT POP UP CINEMA 2.30PM 4

Music Videos and Documentaries;
The Passion Of Joan of Arc/ In The
Nursery LIVE
POP UP CINEMA 6:30pm 11

London Film-makers Convention
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 1pm 10

SUN 12 SEPT
Planet 51
TABERNACLE 11AM 
REPEATED AT POP UP CINEMA 2.30PM 4

Drama; The Boat / Patrick Hughes
POP UP CINEMA 6:30pm 11

London Film-makers 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 1pm 12

MON 13 SEPT
International Drama 
plus Video Cafe
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 6pm 13

TUE 14 SEPT
Documentaries plus Video Cafe
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 6pm 13

WED 15 SEPT
Caribbean Film Corner
TABERNACLE 7pm 14

Art Documentaries
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 6pm 13

Documentaries and Drama
INN ON THE GREEN 6pm 14

THU 16 SEPT
Caribbean Film Corner
TABERNACLE 7pm 14

Dutch films
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 6pm 14

Africa Night; Emotan LIVE
INN ON THE GREEN 6pm 15

FRI 17 SEPT
Animation; Thoroughly Modern
Millie / Andrew Logan
POP UP CINEMA 6:30pm 15

Drama
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 6pm 15

SAT 18 SEPT
Carribean Films for Kids 9AM 14

Princess & The Frog 11AM 4
TABERNACLE

Princess & The Frog 2.30PM; 4

Hamburg Films with talks 16
POP UP CINEMA 6.30PM

Comedy and Drama
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 1pm 16

SUN 19 SEPT
Nanny McPhee and The Big Bang 
TABERNACLE 11AM 
REPEATED AT POP UP CINEMA 2.30PM 4

Programmers Choice
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 1pm 16

Best Of and Awards Ceremony
POP UP CINEMA 7pm 17

2–19 Sept 2010

PORTOBELLO
FILM FESTIVAL

ENTRY TO
ALL EVENTS
IS FREE

15th BIRTHDAY 
EXTRAVAGANZA

FREE
Stuff the recession. Free admission to
all events.
ARTIST'S EYE
Le Rat, Logan, Hughes, Clark, Inkie &
Dotmasters introduce their favourite
films.
600 PREMIERES
The state of the independent art hot
off the edit suite ...mostly shorts.
JUST FOR YOU
LONDON
A week of masterpieces and master-
classes from the Capital’s filmmakers.
VIDEO CAFE
Bear pit gong show & Bring Your Own
Films
PORTOBELLO POP UP
Where the Westway meets 
Portobello Road.
Plus decicated Caribbean, African,
Sanish, Dutch, German, Animation,
Documentary, Art, Horror, Comedy, &
Bad Taste evenings. 
THIS IS LIVE CINEMA!

ART EXPOS AT POP UP
CINEMA, WESTBOURNE
AND THE MUSE

Weekdays 6pm–11pm, Weekends 1pm–11pm 



Thu 2 Sept
GRAND OPENING 
POP UP CINEMA 

6:30–10:00pm

Echoes of the Underground
Lee Harris and Hicham Benassi present a live
Happening with Giles Walker robaots and prejections
of the counter culture history of Portobello Road.
Featuring:
Gold Fish Bowl
Hicham Benassi

Portobello Rocks! MuTATE 09:
One Foot In The Grove
Joe Kargbo  40 minutes U
In November 2009, an art ‘collective’ primarily
consisting of Mutoid Waste and Coroy House put on an
art exhibition under the westway 2010. This
documentary features interviews, behind the scenes
“look”and cutting edge soundtrack!
Art Documentaries. London

Virgin Media Shorts
See boxed section.

8pm

WORLD PREMIERE
SSDD: Same Shit Different Day
Greg Hall  87 minutes    15
A slice of life in the east end of London following Lee,
recently released from prison, and Phil, a squatter and
former rider, who both work night shift together.
Drama. London

Writer / Director Greg Hall came to early notice with
his no-budget debut feature film “The Plague” (2004)
when aged only 22. Receiving the inaugural Katrin
Cartlidge Foundation Award from Mike Leigh at the
Sarajevo Film Festival, who described it as “very

exciting 21st
Century cinema”.

“Kapital” (2007)
his second feature
film was a
commission by the
Manchester
International
Festival and a
unique collabo-
ration with
renowned
composer Steve

Martland as a film-to-music project. Currently
completed third feature “SSDD Same Shit Different
Day” (2010), Greg Hall has also acquired the film
rights to anarchist Ian Bone’s autobiography “Bash
The Rich” which he is currently adapting for the
screen. www.brokebutmakingfilms.com

Love Does Grow on Trees
Bevan Walsh 10 minutes 15
A coming of age comedy about a teenage boy whose
life is thrown into chaos when he discovers adult
magazines, girls and the embarrassment that goes
with both. It’s a sweet, nostalgic story of lust, guilt and
ultimately - first love. Drama. 

The Addiction Trilogy
Harald Schleicher  15 minutes 18
The experimental found-footage project The Addiction
Trilogy deals with addiction and its depiction in motion
pictures. The first part deals with smoking, the second
part with alcohol and the third with drugs.
Art. Germany
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portobellofilmfestival.com600 NEW FILMS START HERE:

Love Does Grow on Trees – 2 Sept

THU 2nd SEPT
POP UP CINEMA

7.30pm 

Virgin Media Shorts is all about shining a light
on Britain’s best film makers and giving them
the biggest possible arena to showcase their
work. The short film competition awards one
Grand Prize winner each year with £30K film
funding and a chance to work with the UKFC
and Virgin Media on their next film. 

At PFF, Virgin Media Shorts showcases the 12
shorts up for this year’s Grand Prize and will
set the stage with last year’s winning film, the
BAFTA nominated, Mixtape. Each film is 2
minutes and 20 seconds! 

www.virginmediashorts.co.uk

Virgin Media
Shorts

SSDD: Same Shit Different Day – 2 Sept Art at
Portobello
Film Festival
2010
Westbourne Studios courtyard and Pop Up
Cinema throughout the Festival, plus 8–26th at
The Muse Gallery – see page 20 for details.

Peter Dunne – well travelled, self-taught Dublin
born , living in London who is not afraid of colour.

Giles Walker, member
of the THE MUTOID
WASTE COMPANY, has
been working with
robots for the last 
20 years.

Simon Tyszko known for his powerful subversions
of pre-existing films. Watching the 1936 Olympics
backwards offers a wry corrective to strident ideas
of the importance of being a winner.

Dotmasters - detailed stencils with attitude...

BA5H leaves his mark on the
floor - super-glued...



Fri 3 Sept
ART 
POP UP CINEMA 

6:30–10:30pm Artist Eye: 
Performance selected by Blek Le
Rat and Holy Mountain selected
by Dotmasters

See boxed section.

PLUS:
COMEDY 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 

6–11pm

The Parking Place
Daniel & Simon Griggs  45 minutes     12A
The film is an English situation comedy about a
parking place, that two men fight over, whatever it

takes, both want that parking place. Comedy. Britain

The Portwine Stain
Mick Foley  11 minutes 12A
Ex-punk producer Dave has a severe port-wine stain
on his face. His only way to attract attention is by
telling whopping lies or awful jokes. Trying to impress
a girl at a party he goes too far. Comedy. Britain

Dhood-PatiJibran 
Khan  49 minutes 12
This film is a light hearted comedy which revolves
around four guys who have just graduated from their

university and on their graduation night, they roam
the streets of Karachi to have their one last dinner
together as a group. Comedy. Pakistan

Terry, a cat for success
Silvio Mason  30 minutes    U
William is a stylist in crisis.terry a special little cat.
Together will become famous. Comedy. Italy

8pm

Acres Of Time
Talat Gokdemir  17 minutes 12
The tale of Chris, a struggling writer and Labib, his
window cleaning friend. When Chris falls for a
beautiful waitress, it’s up to labib to convince him to
get his act together. Comedy. London

The Morning After
Alex Sufit  4 minutes 15
A young woman wakes up, hung-over and bleary
eyed, and tries to piece together the night before.
unfolding in a series of flashbacks. Comedy. London

Wild Africa Chronicle
(Chronique De L’Afrique Sauvage)
Issam Mathlouti  15 minutes 12
One night, at a bus shelter where six youths like to
hang out, an old North African man waits. The
youngsters inform him that the last bus has left
already... Comedy. France

Tea & Sympathy 
Patrick McMahon  12 minutes 12A
A suicide candidate rings a charity worker in a final
cry for help - but which of them is really cracking up?
Tension, toilets and... tea combine in this black
comedy. Comedy. London

Terry & Titania
Patrick McMahon  7 minutes 15
Terry’s an office worker. Titania’s a fairy, or insane.
Potentially both. But when man and untamed nature
collide - Who’ll come out on top? Comedy. London

Love Me Love My Dog
Matt Mullins  13 minutes 15
Distraught at his long-suffering wife’s departure, a
man reluctantly takes some gruso,e advice from a
disembodied voice, which he believes may be coming
from his disgruntled dog. Comedy. Britain

The Fantasy Factory 
Jerome Genevray  12 minutes 12A
Jean was brought up by Luis father to worship “Super
X Man” ‘ the hero of sex. He falls in love with Audrey,
who spent her childhood reading love-filled fairy tales.
Comedy. France

15 Seconds
Jessica Townsend  9 minutes 15
A Shoreditch hipster has 15 Seconds to impress the girl
of his dreams. Comedy. London

Memoire
Priya Michael  3 minutes
Our memory determines the emotions we project. We
have six main emotions: happiness, sadness, disgust,
fear, anger and surprise. A puppy may make you
happy. My memory makes me! Comedy. London

Love Magic
Errol Murray 10 minutes 12A
A bar magician is drawn into a web of mystery, deceit
and death as he tries to help a beautiful woman avoid
her deadly fate. Joe from Skanked. Drama. Britain

Androides
16 minutes 12A
Comedy. Spain

10pm

Black Eye 
60 minutes
The controversial Black Eye Film Nite returns to the
Portobello Film Festival for the first time in three
years with more mischief and mayhem!! Hosted by
the infamous Black Eye Boyz as they invite you to
witness...

SKANKED II – THE PASSION OF THE SKANKED!
30 mins 

THE BLACK EYE BOYZ PUPPET SHOW. 5 mins

THE BLACK EYE BOYZ PUPPET SHOW II. 5 mins

SKANKED III – THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE
SKANKED! 30 mins. The legendary sketch show only
shown exclusively at The Portobello Film Festival.
Come marvel at the surreal sketches put together by
urban surrealists.

portobellofilmfestival.com
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FRI 3rd SEPT – POP UP CINEMA

I saw performance in 1970 for the very first time and maybe
ten times in the years since. This avant-garde movie deals
with all the topics young people cared about in the 1970’s.
Forty years later, sex, drugs, violence, music and art are still
challenging priorities (for young people). “Requiem For A
Dream” is witness and could be a sequel of it.

Performance selected/introduced by Blek Le Rat 8:30pm

Blek le Rat was born Xavier Prou in Boulogne-Billancourt,
Paris in 1952. He is considered the godfather of stencil
graffiti art. He studied painting and architecture. He began
his artwork in Paris in 1981. Since then he has had a great
influence on today's graffiti and “guerilla art” movements,
his main motivation being social consciousness and the desire
to bring art to the people. British graffiti artist Banksy has
acknowledged Blek’s influence saying “every time I think
I've painted something slightly original, I find out that Blek
Le Rat has done it as well, only twenty years earlier”.

This movie is nuts! A visual, visceral feast! Jodorowsky has been many things, occult leader, a
cartoon collaborator, director and artist, but it’s when he makes movies that i think he truly
deserves the title of visionary. For me its a roller-coaster of religious barbaric beauty, meaning is
secondary, i watched not even caring what it meant, i waited for the next assault and the next
and the next and wasn't disappointed. A room of melting jesus’s, iguanas in costumes this film
has it all. Not for the faint hearted, perhaps viewed best with a small dose of mushrooms, after
all it was acted by loons on the stuff.

As The Dotmasters, Leon has stencilled half toned masterpieces
across the fronts of high profile galleries worldwide, poking fun
at the sensibilities of the art world and the notions of
vandalism. His work is always produced with an irreverent
disregard for medium and wish for mischievous confrontation.
There is no subculture, only subversion. www.c6.org

Holy Mountain selected/introduced by Dotmasters 6:30pm 

ARTIST’S      EYE

18

18
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Sat 4 Sept
ART 
POP UP CINEMA

6:30–8pm 

Domestic Rhythms
Jeremy Newman  6 minutes
This video begins with Rapunzel’s fairy tale wedding.
As viewers watch her marriage fall apart, the
implication is that the mass media cast a disenchanting
spell. Art. USA

Autosuggestion (Ayeynobolh)
Vasilis Siafakas  12 minutes     12
A trip to a man psychic. Art. Greece

Steam 1 Architecture
Toko Yamamoro Harris  3 minutes U
Video recorded in OSAKA Bay Japan, large area of

Modern architecture was dominated sea side was it
very impressive and disturbing. That expression of
Post War Japan. Art Documentaries. London

Stress, Futurism Now
Joanna Wodzicka  4 minutes U
Nowdays reality becomes abstract due to the
increasing speed of perception, rapid changes of
situations, and also information overload. The concepts
of Futurism become relevant again. Art. London

You Look And You Think
Ben Woodiwiss  6 minutes 15
You Look And You Think is an essay/poem on the
relationship between the woman on the screen and the
viewer.. Art. London

Dance 0-19
Stuart Pound  4 minutes U
Both audio channels are represented visually as
integer numbers corresponding to the amplitude of the
soundtrack, music from the island of Bali: Gamelan
Semar Pegulingan/Gamelan of the Love God.
Art. London

Transmission - Log No.1
Ronis Varlaam  6 minutes U
More and more people are beginning to realize that
something amazing is going to happen. Art. London

Transmission - Log No 2
Ronis Varlaam  6 minutes U
Art. London

My Way trailer of Log No 3
Ronis Varlaam  3 minutes U
Art. London

Girl Drinks Darkness
Tony Hickson  6 minutes 15
A film about suicide. Art. London

Magia
Gerard Cairaschi  7 minutes 12
A young boy molds objects with clay that he then
manipulates, combines and associates, in an obscure
ritual. Art. France

Dear Friend
Don Brosnan  6 minutes 12
Based on the Greiving Process, a man writes a letter to
his recently deceased friend. Tapping into the foreign
and feminine aspects of his emotional life seeking
resolution. Russian English subtitles. Art. London

Parallel
Owen Eric Wood  8 minutes U
As he looks for meaning in the act of creation, an
artist finds himself caught in a cycle of creative
expression where reality and perception become one.
Art. Canada

Holobomo
Owen Eric Wood  5 minutes U
Bombarded with images, we desperately try to find
meaning in pictures that may have no relevance to
our lives. We just want to be part of the movie.
Art. Canada

The Seven Bench Line
Diana Taylor  5 minutes U
A poem about the short Seven Beach Line which locals
fought to save. Art. Britain

Only One Mariner
Diana Taylor  3 minutes U
A poem about John Cabor and Bristol harbour.
Art. Britain

8pm

Artist Eye: Mr Hulot’s Holiday
selected by Inkie

See boxed section.

PLUS:
HORROR 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 

1–11pm 

Special
Juliet Fraser  7 minutes 12
A breakdown en route to a business meeting
highlights the true meaning of ‘Special’ ...money, art
or people. Horror. Britain

Reflected
Stuart Perkins  8 minutes U
Amy is forced to confront the spirit of her dead
brother by her worried friends. Horror. London

Someone Else
Andrew Newall  4 minutes 12A
A young woman who lives alone is paranoid that there
may be someone else in her house with her.
Horror. Britain

Robbing Peter
Clayton Fussell & Ashley Wing  10 minutes    15
When a rebellious teenager breaks into a neighbours
house he unwittingly plunges his entire family into a
life and death struggle. Comedy Horror. London

Basic Alien
Robin Whitten  8 minutes 12A
Brocky and Gavin Peach are enjoying a quiet night in
when Gavin receives a distress call from his Gran - She
needs help removing an ‘unwanted visitor.’ Comedy
Horror. London

Vision
Jamie Hooper  9 minutes 15
A young woman receives a mysterious DVD in the
post. She soon comes to realise even pressing play was
a mistake. Horror. London

The Picnic
Sten Rosendahl  4 minutes 12A
A couple is on picnic when the woman has had
enough! Horror. Sweden

Dark Mime
Laith Sami  5 minutes 12A
The Dark Mime. He is come, and he is hungry for
blood of those who unwittingly summoned him. 
Drama. London

Bordello Death Tales
James Eaves, Alan Ronald & Pat Higgins 90 mins 18
Horror. Britain

Nasty Splurty Brains
Tony Hickson  3 minutes 15
A psycho escapes death ensues. Horror. London

Blood & Roses (Blood And Roses)
Simon Aitken  78 minutes   18
A couple head to a remote cottage, where the wife
falls under the spell of a mysterious vampire. 
Horror. Britain

5pm 

Were Wolf Man In York
Nick Fletcher  7 minutes 12
A man is bitten by a wolf in York. He is now cursed
and becomes a werewolf. Horror. Britain

The Furred Man
Paul Williams  15 minutes 15
A man awaits police questioning, suspected of murder
...a man, who is dressed up like a werewolf. 
Comedy. Horror

Papa Wrestling
Fernando Alle  9 minutes 18
After bullies steal his son’s lunch box, a retired
wrestler goes on a violent rampage to avenge him and
bring justice to the school. Comedy Horror. London

Burn The Whole Place Down
Jordan Wood  12 minutes       18
Something has gone hideously wrong. Trapped
onboard a ship with nowhere to go, all the band can
do is keep playing. Horror. Britain

The Horror Of The Dolls
Shane Davey  82 minutes 18
A corporation plans to develop a residential tower
block into luxury city apartments. As the residents
galvanise, the corporation sends in someone to ‘shake
them up’. “Winner: 28 day Feature Challenge” 2010.
Horror. London

Godforsaken
Jamil Dehlavi  82 minutes 15
A fallen angel seeks redemption for the death of a
child under his protection. Horror. London

FRI 3rd SEPT
WESTBOURNE
STUDIOS – IN
THE BAR

7:30pm 

I think why I love this film so much was as a
child it was pure escapism. As an artist I still
escape into my work, but when you’re a kid
films like the Star Wars films take you that one
step further. Its like a music album that
reminds you of an amazing holiday, to watch a
film like The Empire Strikes Back can put you
outside even your own universe. Whilst I’m not
the kind of person who would dress up in all
the gear and prance around with plastic light
saber, I don’t know of another collection of
films that has whipped people up to form such
a cult following as the star wars films. Love it. 

The Empire
Strikes Back
selected by
Matt Clark

Matt Clark exhibition
Westbourne Studios
courtyard: The ideas I work with often
find their beginnings in various and diverse
forms of popular culture from fables and
religious text to ancient satire and political
institutions, which are then altered and
transformed into self created fictions of a
rather different nature. The original sources are
reinterpreted in order to illustrate playful
stories of the uncertain and the fantastic: a
time machine, a ship of fools, an alien signal
broadcaster, a shrine to the Devil’s tower.
Through the artwork I make I aim to engage
the audience by questioning their involvement
and their role, reimagining them as performers
upon an artistic stage.

SAT 4th SEPT
POP UP CINEMA

8pm 

It's the summer holiday season in Europe, and
M. Hulot, like many others, has decided to
spend his vacation at the French seaside, specif-
ically at l'Hotel de la Plage resort. Hulot is a
pretty quiet fellow, but that still does not stop
him from getting into a lot of trouble while
there. Although he does get along with many of
the other resort guests - such as the
Englishwoman who is amazed at the effec-
tiveness of his unique tennis style, or the
beautiful Martine - most, unfortunately, must
deal with the bad outcomes of his uninten-
tionally bumbling, albeit good-natured, actions. 

After getting busted in 1988 in the UK’s largest
ever graffiti shutdown – codename Operation
Anderson – Inkie went on to come second in
the World Street Art Championships of 1989.
He’s continued for the past two decades to push
the art in his own inimitable style and ways.
Alongside Banksy he organized the largest ever
UK graffiti event, a 1.4 km painting around the
Bristol docks entitled ‘Walls On Fire’.

Mr Hulot’s
Holiday
selected by
Inkie

ARTIST’S      EYE

ARTIST’S      EYE

PG

U

Black Eye – 3 Sept
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Saturday 4 Sept
SURFS UP U

This story follows a teenage rock hopper penguin
named Cody Maverick from his hometown of
Shiverpool, Antarctica, where all of the other penguins
think he's nothing but a surfing fool, to the "Big Z
Memorial Surf Off" on Pen Gu Island. Young Cody is
determined to win the most important competition in
the world of penguin surfing in honor of "Big Z," a
deceased surfing legend whom he has idolized since
childhood. But the waves in Pen Gu are different than
in Shiverpool, and the competition is steep. 

Sunday 12 Sept 
PLANET 51 U

American astronaut Captain Charles "Chuck" Baker lands
on Planet 51 thinking he's the first person to step foot
on it. To his surprise, he finds that this planet is
inhabited by little green people who are happily living
in a white picket fence world, and whose only fear is
that it will be overrun by alien invaders...like Chuck! 

Sunday 5 Sept 
ALVIN & 
THE CHIPMUNKS 2 U

Pop sensations Alvin, Simon and Theodore end up in the
care of Dave Seville's twenty-something nephew Toby
(Levi). The boys must put aside music superstardom to
return to school, and are tasked with saving the school's
music program by winning the $25,000 prize in a battle
of the bands. But the Chipmunks unexpectedly meet

their match in three singing chipmunks known as The
Chipettes -– Brittany, Eleanor and Jeanette. Romantic
and musical sparks are ignited when the Chipmunks
and Chipettes square off.

Saturday 18 Sept 
PRINCESS & THE FROG U

A fairy tale set in Jazz Age-era New Orleans and
centered on a young girl named Tiana and her fateful
kiss with a frog prince who desperately wants to be
human again.

Saturday 11 Sept 
CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE
OF MEATBALLS U

Based on the beloved picture book by Judi and Ron
Barrett, this CGI animated movie tells the story of a
town called Chewandswallow, where the sky provides all
meals, whether it’s a soup rain, mashed potatoes snow
or hot dogs blowing in at five miles per hour.
Unfortunately, the weather, like sour milk, takes a turn
for the worse.

Sunday 19 Sept 
NANNY McPHEE & 
THE BIG BANG U

Nanny McPhee arrives to help a harried young mother
who is trying to run the family farm while her husband
is away at war...

Portobello Film Festival in
association with the Royal Borough
of Kensington and Chelsea Early
Years Service, presents six days of
free family film screenings at The
Tabernacle, Powis Square, W11
2AY and the Pop Up Cinema, under
the Westway, Acklam Road, W10.

FAMILY FILM SHOW
The Early Years Service of Kensington and Chelsea has a strong
commitment to improve experiences and learning opportunities 
for young people and their families.

The Portobello Film Festival offers an exciting range of films this
Summer that will be accessible to communities in the North and the
South of the borough. The intention is to encourage families to share
the enjoyment of watching a films together and make it a social event
in everyone’s calendar.

FREE
ENTRY

PORTOBELLO
FILM FESTIVAL

Children must be accompanied by an adult.

All films at the Tabernacle start 11am and repeat at the Pop Up Cinema at 2:30pm

All films at the Tabernacle start 11am and repeat at the Pop Up Cinema at 2:30pm
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8:30pm 

Holmewood
Jonathan Hall  56 minutes 15
John Clayson returns to his childhood home after the
death of his estranged father. An old mysterious
photograph unlocks repressed memories and
unleashes terrifying apparitions. Horror. Britain

Dentro
Del Bosque  15 minutes 15
Horror. Spain

The Sack
Dan Gitsham  4 minutes 18
A very bad man has an identity crisis of deadly
proportions. Horror. Britain

Estate Of The Nation
Naeem Mahmood & Ash Mahmood  4 minutes 12A
Whose idea was it to have one big zombie party? Four
mismatched teenagers find themselves holed up in a
youth club on an estate infested with zombies.
(Promo) Horror. London

Affected
Ash Mahmood & Naeem Mahmood  62 minutes 15
A young aspiring journalist together with his girlfriend,
a self assured, yet vain ‘it-girl’ go on the trail of the
tempter, a figure-head in the media reported to be
responsible for the decline in society. London

Sun 5 Sept
ANIMATION 
POP UP CINEMA

6:30–8pm 

Attack Of The Evil Muffins
Hannah Charles, Sushan Mansley & Minal Mistry
6 minutes U
Delia Smith meets Apocalypse now. Animation. Britain

The Busy Man
Myrna Shoa & Ruti Cohen  3 minutes U
Arthur, the busy man is unable to clear his place so his
new wife Vera can move in with him. A modern day
version of the Greek legend, Sisyphus. Animation.
London

The Empress
Lyle Pisio  9 minutes 12A
A wooden tale of unrequited love. Animation. Canada

Tea For Two
Chris Daykin  8 minutes 12
A conflict in the kitchen, or just a case of misunder-
standing.  Animation. Sri-Lanka

Psidomania
Melanie Lukhaup  4 minutes 12
Psidomania - a game show for the special gifted. An
animated trailer for a fictitious game show.
Animation. Germany

Brothers Of Metal
Arno Coenen  12 minutes 15
Art hooligan Arno Coenen’s journey through the heart
of Europe. Prepare for serious iconoclasm, from black
to trash and beyond. Animation. Holland

Probably...
Kate Anderson  2 minutes 12A
Mike didn’t know how his life would turn out. He just
didn’t expect to end up ...here. Animation. London

Hexaemeron
Marcin Dabrowski  3 minutes U
Animation. Poland

Superstitious?
David Magnier  4 minutes 12A
This is the story about the perils of having faith in
nonsensical beliefs and about becoming obsessed with
superstition. In the end its all a matter of perspective.
Animation. London

A Film About Poo
Emily Howells & Anne Wilkins  2 minutes 12A
This is a film about poo, and the things that you
should and should’t do... Animation. Britain

Fantoons
Alberto Hadyar  4 minutes 12
1984, L.A, Michael J, is filming a soft-drink
commercial, and a crazy fan will do anything to get
his idol’s, signature... Animation. Britain

Neggy Meets Sammy
Benjamin Carter  8 minutes 12
Once upon a time there was a house by the sea. A big
house. A big, strange house. A big, strange old house.
Once upon a time there was a big, strange old house
by the sea. Animation. Spain

When Children Played At
Slaughter
Richard Mansfield  5 minutes   12A
Snakes and Ladders is so last season inspiring four
bored children to invent an exciting but possibly
deadly game that can be played only once. 
Animation. London

Suck-A-Thumb  
Richard Mansfield  6 minutes 12A
Konrad is bright young boy, but he has a terrible
addiction that can only end painfully.Filmed in
terrifying shad-o-vision. Animation. London

The Phantom Coach
Richard Mansfield  8 minutes 12A
Young traveler is lost one dark and treacherous night.
He plans to catch the mail coach but finds himself
caught in a terrifying ordeal. Animation. London

The Day The Robots Woke Up 
Ed Hartwell  7 minutes U
In a retro-futuristic world, a comet hits London causing
all technology to mysteriously stop working. Over a
hundred years later the robots have woken up!
Animation. London

The Marriage Of The Thames
And The Rhine Epoch Beech  5 mins U
A hand drawn animation depicting the historical and
geographical relationship between the Thames and the
Rhine rivers through the eyes of a seal and a flying
horse. Animation. London

8pm

Artist Eye: Barbarella selected by
ThisIsBabooshka

See boxed section.

PLUS:
SPANISH FILMS 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 

1–11pm 

Plaza Vacante
Jeronimo Garcia Castela  10 minutes 15
Drama. Spain

The Last Wedding (La Ultima Boda)
Jorge Tsabutzoglu  12 minutes 12A
A gang of childhood friends meets at a wedding. Two
of them behave in a strange way that makes the
group uncomfortable. Drama. Spain

360
Maja Djokic  9 minutes 15
A young woman is followed by somebody on a busy
morning in a big city. Her reaction is rather unusual.
Drama. Spain

El Momento Justo (The Right Moment)
Gonzalo Visedo 7 Hugo Serra  14 minutes 12A
Valentin is attractive successful executive and a loving
model family guy. He’s meeting his beloved wife
Mamen in a cinema queue. There he comes across
Hector, an old school mate, by chance. Drama. Spain

El Rayo Y La Sirenra 
(Thunderbolt And the Mermaid)
Diego Sanchidrian  11 minutes 12A
It is said that dreams are unreachable. But in order to
make them come true you do not have to know where
they hide. Drama. Spain

Hobby
Ciro Altabas  50 minutes 12
An innocent journey to witness the release of a video-
game console in Japan but little by little it changed
into a showcase of some of the many wonderful ways
in which the Japanese spend their leisure time.
Documentary. Spain

Juan Con Miedo (Fearful John)
Daniel Romero  11 minutes   15
During the holidays at his grandparent’s village, John
meets Mary, a mysterious girl who tells the terrifying
legend surrounding the peasant’s old house. 
Drama. Spain

3pm 

Carta De Francia (Letters From France)
Diego Lopez Cotillo  17 minutes U
After the Spanish Civil War, Jose and his mother live
isolated in a house of a field, with the illusion of the
arrival of Pedro, the postman. Drama. Spain

El Cortejo (The Cortege)
Marina Seresesky  14 minutes  12
Capi is the oldest gravedigger in the cemetery. Used to
working amidst the suffering of others and the jokes
of his colleagues, there is only one person capable of
taking him out of his daily routine. Drama. Spain

Connecting People
A’Lvaro De La Hoz  7 minutes U
Can really important things be told when talking with
a cellular phone? A casual conversation, an everyday
walk home, an instant lost in time that may be the
most important moment for a boy and a girl.
Drama. Spain

Amour Fou
Oliver Kracht  16 minutes 18
The unsuccessful smalltime crook Marek flees from the
police into a 24-hour launderette. He hides his prey, a
mysterious black bag, in one of the washing machines.
Drama. Spain

# 7
Nacho Solana & Luis Miguez Artabe  4 minutes  U
Attached to a very specific time period and name, but
as history teaches us, nothing is always what it seems
to be ...Austerliltz. Drama. Spain

Nino Balcon (Balcony Boy)
Pilar Palomero  9 minutes    12
Poor balcony boy, this is the story of the Balcony Boy.
His fault, having big ears. His bad habit, putting his
head where he shouldn’t have. Drama. Spain

La Union (The Union)
Carlos A. Sambricio  19 minutes     15
Sara encounters her boyfriend Fran, who died in a car
crash six months earlier. A mysterious and breath-
taking mood develops as Fran employs a hypnotic
seduction game. Drama. Spain

5 Recuerdos
Oriana Alcaine & Alejandra Marquez 
12 minutes 12A
Irma walks up and down the aisles of a market
repeating a list of ingredients to herself. She can
remember the first four but keeps forgetting the fifth
ingredient. Drama. Spain

Ahate Pasa
Koldo Almandoz  12 minutes 12
Suddenly, ducks cross the screen. Drama. Spain

El Nunca Lo Haria
Anartz Zuazua  14 minutes 12A
Laura asks the Three Kings for a grandfather.
Drama. Spain

Los Que Lloran Solos
David Gonzalez  6 minutes 15
Every night, in her room, Grandma invents stories for
the brother and the sister. Drama. Spain

SUN 5th SEPT
POP UP CINEMA

8pm 

The story of a 41st Century Astronaut,
Barbarella is the cult sci-fi film - loaded with
sex appeal. ThisIsBabooshka will be performing
and drawing street art in a unique live-art
performance along with the film at the
Portobello Film Festival 2010.

This work of art will grow and evolve, reflecting
the themes, story and the fantastical images
unfolding on screen. Taking in giant hookahs,
torture devices and some of the sexiest images
committed to celluloid, join ThisIsBabooshka as
they bring Barbarella and art together in a
journey you'll never forget...

Set up as an antidote to the male-dominated
world of street-art, ThisIsBabooshka bring style,
sex-appeal and a fresh perspective to art and
live drawing.

Formed in Spring 2010 following a UK-wide
talent search, more than 1,000 applications
and a tough East London audition -
ThisIsBabooshka have since taken art and
design by storm.

Barbarella
selected by
ThisIsBaboo-
shka with live 
painting

ARTIST’S      EYE
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Marisa
Nacho Vlgalondo  3 minutes U
All women are Marisa, but Marisa is just one woman.
Drama. Spain

La Presa
Jorge Rivero  16 minutes U
In 1946 one of the most colossal projects ever
undertaken in Europe was begun: the construction of
the Salime reservoir in a remote mountainous part of
Asturias. Documentary. Spain

Intercambio
Antonello Novelline  15 minutes 15
In a quiet little farming town life is governed by
agriculture's cycle. But, suddenly, authorities
confiscate everything that has been harvested. Little
by little, food is disappearing. The cruelty of hunger
attacks the village. Drama. Spain

Ciclope
Carlos Morett  12 minutes 15
The inner turmoil of the brothers, suffering terrible
nightmares, who begins to question his position in the
Police Force, all due to a mistake that will probably
haunt the rest of his life. Drama. Spain

Cuando Corres
Mikel Rueda  5 minutes 12A
When you run you only can hear your footsteps
nothing else. Drama. Spain

El Orden De Las Cosas
Cesar Y Jose & Esteban Alenda  19 minutes 12A
Julia’s life takes place in the bath tub. Drop by drop
she will gather the courage to change the order of
things. Drama. Spain

El Vendedor Del Ano
Cote Soler  11 minutes 12
Behind the most ruthless of multinationals only one
thing. Man Comedy. Spain

7pm 

Fabrica De Munecas
Ainhoa Menendez  11 minutes 12
Anna works in a doll factory. Her whole life she
revolves around performing mechanical motions to put
the dolls eyes. But a small change at her work
changed her life forever. Drama. Spain

La Playa De Berlin. 
Cannon Beach
Manuel Calvo  25 minutes 12
Winter. Tinka rides a bus on her way to the beach.
Sitting next to her, Garrett joins her in trying to not
miss life as it goes rushing by. Drama. Spain

La Rubia De Pinos Puente
Vicente Villanueva  19 minutes 12A
”I was born in Pinos Puente, but I was brought here as
child”. Comedy. Spain

Mi Otra Mitad
Beatriz Sanchis  18 minutes 12A
Adrian and Andrea have been linked from the very
moment they were born. A weird optical deformity

makes them see the world in an incomplete but
complementary way. They both know of each other’s
existence, since they are treated by the same ophthal-
mologist. Drama. Spain

Androides 16 minutes 12A
Simon, an androgynous and lonely teenage, is having
a boreing familiar summer. With no friends, during his
free time he keeps trying alien communication.
Comedy. Spain

Atasco 13 minutes 15
Oscar is upside down. His thoughts flow among the
asphalt, pieces of glass, a red shoe. Laura is in a
traffic jam. Her thoughts are locked in her car, among
oppression, rush, claxon sounds. What is really
stopping them? Drama. Spain

Dentro Del Bosque 15 minutes 15
Rosa and Jesús, a young couple, are driving at night
through a dense forest. When Rosa realizes she is not
carrring her handbag, Jesús pulls over. Horror. Spain

Estocolmo 14 minutes 15
Adela has just settled in Madrid with her father,
Claudio, a retired concert musician and a hermit. Both
teach piano to small children in a quiet, sparsely-
furnished flat in the centre of town. Drama. Spain

Formol 15 minutes U
In a ghost village, apparently deserted, past, present
and future blend and the traces of hundreds of lives
remain preserved in the formol of time. Documentary.
Spain

La Nadadora 10 minutes 12
After an argument with her boyfriend, María goes to
find him but he seems to refuse her attemtps to make
things up. Drama. Spain

Limbo 10 minutes 12
Dawn. A mother in a coma. In the house, the routine
follows its usual course. As the day goes by, something
seems to be changing, but the clock will always keep
pressing on. Drama. Spain

Los Planes De Cecilia 12 minutes 12
The day before her 30th birthday Cecilia finds her
childhood diary with all her old dreams for the
thirties… but she realizes that she hasn’t got any of
them. Drama. Spain

Tanatorios
Miguel Méndez 15 minutes 12A
Alba, who has health problems, arrives in the city and
meets Amaro, a guy whose main hobby is going to
funeral parlours. Drama. Spain

The Story Of David Leonard
Sutton Alfonso Diaz 3 minutes  12A
Everyone loves David Leonard Sutton. Everyone
except me. Drama. Spain

Amona Putz
Telmo Esnal 9 minutes U
Sometimes, couples who have children miss Grandma..
But only sometimes. Drama. Spain

Mon 6 Sept
LONDON 
FILM-MAKERS
CONVENTION 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS

6–11pm 

P.O.E.T.S In A Dead Society
JC Kamau 79 minutes 12
A documentary film within which artistic people discuss
their feelings about our modern day society. They
describe how morals of our world have declined and
how they feel creativity can reawaken lost minds.
Art Documentaries. London

The Ghost Of Morris Hom
Alina Gavrielatos 10 minutes 12
In her journey to uncover a family mystery artist and
filmmaker Alina Gavrieltos, unfolds the haunting story
of a young British / Jewish soldier who became a
stowaway in her grand parents farm during the
Second World War in Southern Greece. Art. London

Snapshot
James Whitaker 3 minutes U
We follow the journey of the two couples as they get a
snapshot that will last forever. Drama. London

Behind The Scenes of Total Hell
Andy Wilton 97 minutes 15
To envisage “Behind The Scenes Of Total Hell” imagine
“Ed Wood” directing the characters from “The Office”
in a dodge “Spinal Tap” music video... 
Mock-Documentary. Britain

9pm 

Yael
N J Silva 11 minutes 12A
In dark times, there are those willing to sacrifice
everything for what they believe in. Drama. London

Faith
Bryan Dickinson 8 minutes 12A
Follows a bereft priest who is struggling to come to
terms with the death of his wife whilst being haunted
by his military past. Drama. Britain

Fuhgeddaboudit
Matt Mitchell 12 minutes 15
The Sopranos meets Lost In Translation in London.
Drama. Britain

A Lesson In Life
Fabian Baschieri 8 minutes 15
Two men arrive at a desolate quarry with a job to do.
One tests the waters of his new career and the
patience of the other. Demeanours are set on edge as
they lead up to the harsh reality. Drama. London

Girl Drinks Darkness
Tony Hickson  6 minutes 15
A film about suicide. Art. London

Probably...
Kate Anderson  2 minutes 12A
Mike didn’t know how his life would turn out. He just
didn’t expect to end up ...here. Animation. London

SuperBob
Jon Drever  3 minutes U
Bob Kenner is a super hero, this is the first time he
has granted an interview. Comedy. London

About Love
Alexsey Zlobvn  13 minutes 12A
The art and atmospheric story of passion, love and
harsh transition to adulthood living on the autumnal
streets of St. Petersburg. Art. London

Perception Of A Portrait
Silvia Felce  13 minutes 12A
Up-and-coming artist Max is returning to Italy, but at
his leaving party one of his prized paintings is trashed.
Someone bears a grudge. Drama. London

Early Birds
Laith Sami  3 minutes 12
It’s a music video shoot on stage. It’s a contemporary
feel of it. Music Videos. London

East End Lives 2
Hazuan Hashim & Phil Maxwell  30 minutes  U
The film explores life, culture and history of the East
End of London through the eyes of a diverse group of
characters. Documentary. London

Today Is Friday
Kelly Parslow  7 minutes 12A
The three Roman soldiers who crucified Jesus go out
drinking that Friday night. Drama. London

Waste Of Life
Sam Dowson  11 minutes 15
The story of Michael, a 16 year old with no family or
friends, living in a half way house, he meets Richard
who takes him on a downhill spiral of drug abuse over
a year ending tragically. Drama. London

PLUS:
VIDEO CAFE -
LONDON 
FILM-MAKERS
CONVENTION 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS
IN THE BAR 

6–11pm 

Conny Wobbles Dream
King Conny Wobble  14 minutes 12A
Drama. London

The Boxer
Divian Ladwa  10 minutes 12A
A character driven script and documentary style of
filmmaking captures a passionate young mind
struggling to come to terms with an ultimate obstacle
that can end his dream. Drama. London

OMG
Clayton Fussell & Ashley Wing  3 minutes U
When Malcolm sends a desperate text message, asking
for forgiveness, he prays for a speedy response. When
the response doesn’t come he suspects the reason
might be poor reception. Comedy. London

Door To Door
Ida Akesson  8 minutes 12
Eunice’s congregation wants her to go out and preach
door to door, but Eunice is reluctant. She simply
doesn’t have the skills. Comedy. London

Back To Famagusta
Gloria Mannazzu  47 minutes U
The story of a friendship and of a dream, taking place
in the last divided capital of Europe: Nicosia, Cyprus.
Drama. London

You Look And You Think
Ben Woodiwiss  6 minutes 15
An essay/poem on the relationship between the
woman on the screen and the viewer. Art. London

Just Desserts
Laura Jorden  11 minutes U
Tale of wanton desire, painful consequences, and an
expired cream cake! Thieving Traci takes everything
from flatmate Kate, but today fate is against Traci and
she gets her just deserts! Comedy. London

Lost & Found
Valeria Appel  9 minutes 12
Violinist Ted Matthews keeps finding objects that were
lost on the street. Ted’s music tells the story of every
object found. They are all imaginary tales like his own
imaginary life. Drama. London

Ciclope – 5 Sept



8pm 

Bad Luck Rock
Stuart Perkins  6 minutes 12
Two friends who believe they have been cursed by a
volcanic rock start to question if the rock really is bad
luck. Comedy. London

Indoors
Tom Guerrier  7 minutes 12
Jon is agoraphobic. His only connection to the outside
is Beba, an annoying community volunteer. They
dispise each other, but need each other. Today’s
routine visit becomes Jon’s worst nightmare.
Comedy. London

Food Chain
Eddie Saint-Jean  7 minutes 12
A burger lover faces or He wants to eat a huge,
greasy hambuger but it is National Vegetarian Week
and all the pro vegetarian tv programmes are putting
him off. Comedy. London

Lost
Alexander Thomas  5 minutes U
A woman’s nightmare comes true when she loses sight
of her child in busy Covent Garden. When her husband
finds her desperate with a comcerned security guard,
all is not what it seems. Drama. London

Year Of The Cat
Eddie Saint-Jean  5 minutes 12A
A grandmother wanes up to find an intruder in her
home. The intruder is more concerned with why she
still has her christmas decorations up in February.
Crime Thriller. London

An East London Following
Eddie Saint-Jean  4 minutes U
A  Hitchcockian thriller set on the backstreets of
London’s East End. A woman is followed by a
determined stranger. Crime Thriller. London

Let’s Change It
Awat Osman Ali  14 minutes 12
Adam and Sarah, who are making a documentary
about local crime, one night Adam gets mugged, the
muggers get Adam’s camera and script and they
decide to make their own movie. Comedy. London

The Invisible Man
Amancay Tapia  3 minutes U
A philosophical reflection on colonialism and oppresion
through the eyes of a London illegal immigrant.
Drama. London

The Joker
Jonathon Crewe  7 minutes 12A
A tall tale of housemates from hell in a purgatory of
bad pub jokes. Comedy. London

The Hypnotist
Jonathon Crewe  8 minutes 12A
An evil hypnotist uses his powers to seduic the woman
of his dreams, but true love wreaks a terrible revenge.
Drama. London

Phil’s Room
Jesus Mateos  16 minutes 12
The childlike and introverted Phil has finally decided
to escape, leaving his fears behind him and start a
new life. Drama. London

Broken Wing 2010
Fabienne Khial & Seeta Muller  1 minute
Broken Wing is a French phase that means, does not
fit. basic animation of cut out paper figure that
expresses this thought. Art. London

The Great Winter Of London
Heri Mkocha  2 minutes U
We had one of the worst winters in generations
completely stopping our tranport system. I don’t think
mobile clips do justice to it. So I tried! Art. London

Every Second Is My First
Oliver Malin 14 minutes U
A visual and audio collage of memory and grief,
explored through two characters trapped by the city.
London. England

Stand & Deliver
Gus Alvarez 9 minutes 12A
In a woodland clearing lies the body of a young
woman. A sharp intake of breath - she is alive. What
happened last night? Into the woods she searches for
answers... Drama. Britain

Knock Off
Rosanne Flynn 12 minutes 12A
A touching portrait of the relationship between feisty
pregnant teenager Jude and her own young father
Michael. Drama. London

Champagne, Christmas And
L.O.L. Charlie Francis 7 minutes 15
On defying her controlling and manipulative partner,
Lauren returns home the morning after her company’s
christmas party. A jealous reaction from one will lead
to tragedy for the other. Drama. Britain

Bluebird
Bob Komar 15 minutes U
True story inspired by artist Sam-Taylor Wood and tells
the tragic tale of love, hope and a life of crime, a
nostalaic love story. Drama. London

Tue 7 Sept
LONDON 
FILM-MAKERS
CONVENTION 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS

6–11pm 

Walter And The Tigers
Jason Perryman  23 minutes 12A
Freeding with tiger shares, showing they are not as
dangerous as we think, then showing that we are the
danger when we kill them in the beach nets.
Documentary. London

Physical Education
Rohan Green  10 minutes 12A
Teenage fencer stands up to her bullies to take gold at
the Olympics. Drama. London

Tracks
Louise Marie Cooke  9 minutes 12
Noah and Holly  come together to deal with the guilt
over their friend’s death: haunted by the events, Noah
struggles to move on. Drama. London

7pm 

Mario’s Cafe
Roland Denning  19 minutes 12A
A family business since the 50’s, Mario’s in Kentish
Town, London, is a very special cafe; a meeting place
for everyone from plumbers to rock stars.
Documentary. London

Through Their Eyes
Tatiane Feres  25 minutes U
The film follows three people in Brazil, all of whom
are blind. One of them is being trained to become a
professional ballerina, while the other two are now
teaching classical ballet. Documentary. London

Tomorrow
Luke Bradford  14 minutes 15
Terry has a lot going for him, his children, friends and
opportunity. One thing holds Terry back, he is an
addict. ‘Just One’, turns Terry’s day insane. 
Drama. London

One Below the Queen: 
Rowley Way Speaks For Itself
Sav Kyriacou & Matthew Rosenberg  38 minutes U
Residents living on this Grade II* listed 1970s
modernist council estate in London, made this film
exploring the ideas behind the design of the estate.
Documentary. London

I’m An African
Kwame Mante  10 minutes 12A
It wasn’t too long ago that it wasn’t cool to be an
African. A decade later the landscape has changed.
Why? Documentary. London

Recursed
Maiken H Hansen  8 minutes 15
Alex develops advanced precognitive dreams which he
uses as a life script to be prepared for all interactions.
Drama. London

Chalk
Alex Sufit  5 minutes U
A man and woman meet by Hammersmith bridge and
begin a tentative flirtation, until she reaches in her
pocket. Drama. London

Maps And Stars And Music
Mark Robins & Luke Gietzen  86 minutes 12A 
A different kind of ghost story. A man crosses time
and space to collect the memories and tracks of his
lost love. Drama. London

A Wake, A Sleep
Adrian Hume Robinson 29 minutes 18
Five friends. One night. One morning. When Kat
discovers her partner Si may have been cheating, she
and best friend Debs embark on a quest to discover
the truth... and to exact revenge. Drama. London

PLUS:
VIDEO CAFE -
LONDON 
FILM-MAKERS
CONVENTION 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS
IN THE BAR 

6–11pm 

Addiction
Sam Dowson  4 minutes 12A
A man fighting himself and his addiction. Can will
power surfice or will he give in to temptation.
Drama. London

Jazz Not As We Know It
Ashley Pegg  6 minutes 12
When a Jazz night opened at the Royal Vauxhall
Tavern - a renowned gay pub in South london - two
different worlds came together to creare something
wonderful and. Documentary. London

Only Human
Filip L. Firlej  15 minutes 12
Reclusive Scientist Antonio has discovered how to stop
the ageing process, an elixir for erernal life. But he
soon finds himself haunted by death, waiting for a
tragic fate. Drama. London

A Grumpy Old Man
Rachel Tracy  8 minutes 12
Seventy-seven-year-old Sid takes us on a tour of his
clocks and talks about a moment in his life when time
stood still. Documentary. London

Lucky Old Bag
Thomas Hart Holland  6 minutes U
A silent film with a bohemian score that follows a lady
tramp who finds a single penny on the street and tries
her luck in an expensive restaurant. Drama. London

Bad Cake
Kevin Maynard  6 minutes 15
It’s Max’s birthday and everything’s swell except his
girlfriend’s made the cake from hell.Irina from the
theatre group is the girlfriend. Drama. London

Driver
Stephen Fingleton  10 minutes 15
Nelson is tasked with driving his best friend’s
estranged wife to her new home. During the tense car
journey, he finds his loyalites tested. Drama. London

The Busy Man
Myrna Shoa & Ruti Cohen  3 minutes U
Arthur, the busy man is unable to clear his place so his
new wife Vera can move in with him. A modern day
version of Greek legend, Sisyphus. Animation. London

The Drop
Douglas Rintowl  12 minutes 15
A meditation on art, activism and immigration in the
21st Century. Two individuals from different worlds

unite in their struggle to safeguard their identities and
articulate their beliefs. Drama. London

Red Band
Talat Gokdemir  4 minutes 12A
Sometimes the choices we make lead us down a path
we never imagined. Call it an act of desperation, call it
fate. These are the moments from a day in Zoja’s life.
Drama. London

Robbing Peter
Clayton Fussell & Ashley Wing  10 minutes 15
When a rebellious teenager breaks into a neighbours
house he unwittingly plunges his entire family into a
life and death struggle to escape the clutches of a
deranged maniac. Comedy Horror. London

Acres Of Time
Talat Gokdemir  17 minutes 12
The tale of Chris, a struggling writer and Labib, his
window cleaning friend. When Chris falls for a
beautiful waitress, it’s up to labib to convince him to
get his act together.... Comedy. London

Float
Stefah Tribe  8 minutes 12
A haunting paralysis and the disorting effects of self
doubt manifest when a young photographer is given
the opportunity to show her talents. Drama. London

8pm 

Keys
Ben Honeybone  7 minutes 12A
A young woman finds a set of keys in a suburban
street. Will her curiosity get the better of her?
Drama. London

My Home Is My Shoes - Will
Debbie Anzalone  3 minutes U
This film explores the power of music and dance
through the immigrants desire to stay connected with
home. Will was born in Detroit and has lived in
England for 50 years, not only a octagenarian but the
best tap dancer in town! Music Documentaries.
London

Knock Off
Rosanne Flynn  12 minutes 12A
A touching portrait of the relationship between feisty
pregnant teenager Jude and her own young father
Michael. Drama. London

Cyberbeat
Harrison Wall  4 minutes 15
A sc-fi, teen-comedy musical about a lonely science
geek, Andy McDandy, who builds himself a robot
girlfriend to take to his high-school prom. 
Musical. London

Ultimate Sin
Verona Spence  6 minutes 12A
Chilling short documenting the last few moments of an
emtionally unstable womanwhose life drastically
chances due to a series of unfortunate events. 
Drama. London

Beyond The River (Ebir Nari)
Danny Winkler  65 minutes 15
Ebir Nari is a raw contemplation on the images of life
and the hereafter, which smears intellectual borders
and reassembles the spiritual atlas of human beliefs.
Art Documentaries. London

We Get Used To ...
Marcio Delgado  7 minutes 12
A short film about all those small things, things we just
get used to .. But we shouldn’t. Drama. London

Relapse fade dissolve
Shane James Bordas. London

Face Value
Claire Barker  12 minutes 12
Face value is based on a young man’s obsession with
his frown lines. To repay his debt he agrees to a trial
skin rejuvenation treatment, with some very
unexpected results. Drama. London

Reflections Of Papua New
Guinea
David Fedele & Rebecca Kenyon  5 minutes U
Set in Papua New Guinea, this short film captures
people’s reactions as they see their reflection, perhaps
for the very first time. Documentary. London

The Middle
Palle Nodeland  17 minutes 15
Brian and Lloyd, childhood friends, both led different
lives. When life rejected them, they only had each
other ...and the guy they just kudnapped. 
Comedy. London

7
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Where’s Alan?
Audrey Aquilina  15 minutes 15
Three workmates invent a series of unlikely stories to
explain the whereabouts of a missing colleague, but
the truth is more bizarre than they imagine ...
Comedy. London

PLUS:
BAD TASTE 
INN ON THE GREEN 

7pm 

ANACHRON FILM EVENING
presents: the sick, the twisted, and the perverse

Mermaid In A Manhole
(dir. Hideshi Hino  1988  Japan  57:24 min) 18
A widowed artist finds a mermaid in a sewer. The
polluted water has made her ill, so he takes her home
to care for, but she gets worse and worse.

Guts Of A Beauty
(dir. Toshio Sato  1986  Japan  67:33 min) 18
A vicious gang kidnaps women, injects them with a
highly addictive sex drug, and sells them into 
prostitution abroad. One girl escapes, tells a nurse
what happened, then commits suicide. The nurse
decides to avenge her.

Blind Beast vs Killer Dwarf
(dir. Teruo Ishii  2001  Japan  95 min) 18
The last film by the godfather of pinky violence.
Featuring Shinya Tsukamoto as the detective. "Borne
of lifelong obsession with the writings of Edogawa
Rampo, Teruo Ishii's swan song is a veritable circus of
the insane."

Wed 8 Sept
LONDON 
FILM-MAKERS
CONVENTION 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS

6–11pm 

Nomads Of The Desert Bloom
Danny Winkler  37 minutes 15
A visual essay on clothes and mutation filmed amongst
the curators of London’s Horse Hospital and the stylists
of the Contemporary Wardrobe Collection, exploring
identity for the Guillotines of society.
Documentary. London

About Love
Alexsey Zlobvn  13 minutes 12A
The art and atmospheric story of passion, love and
harsh transition to adulthood living on the autumnal
streets of St. Petersburg. Art. London

Working From a Different
Script Beverly Andrews, Parvin Mirshihi & Hossein
Mohammadi (Farshid)  50 minutes U
The film looks at the lives of immigrant and refugee
theatre practioners. Art Documentaries. London

Plays/Works - 
Videos from St Charles
Various  48 minutes 12
Film, noir, music video, doc & short film collection.
Various. London

Borges & I
Emily Harris & Yoni Bentorim  73 minutes 12A
Through the use of a secret camera, an out-of-work
actor tries to uncover the reasons behind his failing
career and takes on an experiment to find out if it is
possible to control how others perceive him. Feature
Length Drama. London

9:45pm 

SSDD: Same Shit Different Day
Greg Hall  87 minutes    15
A slice of life in the east end of London following Lee,
recently released from prison, and Phil, a squatter and
former rider, who both work night shift together.
Drama. London

PLUS:
VIDEO CAFE -
LONDON 
FILM-MAKERS
CONVENTION 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS
IN THE BAR 

6–11pm 

Where’s Mary
T. Hickson 6 minutes 12A
Based on the Mary Bell murders of the 1960s. 
Drama. London

The Rat
Lucinda Cary 10 minutes 12A
Joe grabs breakfast and runs, late for work, on the
way out though he discovers a rat in the wheely bin,
he tells his pregnant wife Anna that she must kill it
before he gets home. Drama. London

Nixxy
Stuart Perkins 7 minutes 12
After years of friendship Nixxy worries Sam will grow
up and have no need for an imaginary friend.
Comedy. London

The Box
Stuart Perkins 7 minutes U
Two men find a box in the middle of the road. When
they look inside they see a world where their desires
become reality. Drama. London

Delog
Lucinda Cary 16 minutes U
The Maddock children are used to coping when their
mother behaves strangely but this time she has left
the land of the living altogether, for now anyway.
Drama. London

Still Life
Charlotte Wolf 11 minutes U
A lonely living statue is angry when two rivals move
onto her pitch. But as the newcomers start duelling for
her affection, life becomes far more colourful and
complicated. Drama. London

The Honeytrap
Jason Ebelthite 12 minutes 12A
Two best friends decide to test the fidelity of their long
distance boyfriends, however things do not go to plan
when they take a liking to each others boyfriends.
Comedy. London

Love In London
Mazin Mahdi-Sherabayani 15 minutes U
On a lonely night, Nicole recalls three very different
romantic events that changed her life and perception
about love and herself. A mixture of flashbacks and
memory story telling film. Drama. London

Choose Life
Aneta Kaplanova Popart House 2 minutes 12A
Anti knife crime advertisement. Drama. London

Shafted
Ros Gihan Williams 18 minutes 15
About two friends whose relationship and lifestyle of
partying is suddenly shattered by a life threatening
illness - Even hedonists can’t escape their own body
clocks. Based on real events. Drama. London

The Other Side Of The Street
Kim Pettersson 2 minutes U
If you open your eyes, you may glimpse the truth on
the other side of the street. Drama. London

Call Girl
S. Nair 7 minutes 12A
A young couple get into an argument, the man storms
out of the flat and finds reassurance in an unsus-
pecting call girl. When he returns home his world is
shaken. Drama. London

8pm 

Drifts
Ralph V Pritchard 19 minutes 12A
Drifts is an experimental short film, about friendship
and dreams, set in the Barbican. It is a surreal,
atmospheric piece made by and starring 15-year-olds.
Art. London

Conversation Piece
Joe Tunmer 7 minutes U
One sleepy sunday morning, Jean notices a chip on a

treasured vase. She attempts to get to the bottom of
the situation. A unique musical-of-sorts, starring Celia
Imrie and John Wenshaw. Musical, London

Terrorised
Fahima Sahabdeen 22 minutes 15
Ahmed Zaheed’s life is disrupted with the 2005
London bombing. can he forget his past or will
paronoia govern? Find out in this thrilling and enter-
taining family drama. Drama. London

Mike, Harry & Misha
Marius Smuts 9 minutes 12A
Mike and his best friend Harry go for a trip to the
Cornish countryside where they meet the lovely Misha.
harry falls in love. Comedy. London

Perception Of A Portrait
Silvia Felce 13 minutes 12A
Up-and-coming artist Max is returning to Italy, but at
his leaving party one of his prized painting is trashed.
Someone clearly bears a grudge. But who, and why?
Drama. London

Early Birds
Laith Sami 3 minutes 12
It’s a music video shoot on stage. It’s a contemporary
feel of it. Music Videos. London

East End Lives 2
Hazuan Hashim & Phil Maxwell 30 minutes  U
The film explores life, culture and history of the East
End of London through the eyes of a diverse group of
characters. Documentary. London

Today Is Friday
Kelly Parslow 7 minutes 12A
The three Roman soldiers who crucified Jesus go out
drinking that Friday night. Drama. London

Consolation
Egor Karpov 24 minutes 12A
Ivan, a typical manager from Moscow comes on
business to a small provincial town where he meets
Galya, a very strange but beautiful young woman.
Drama. London

Waste Of Life
Sam Dowson 11 minutes 15
The story of Michael, a 16 year old with no family or
friends, living in a half way house, he meets Richard
who takes him on a downhill spiral of drug abuse over
a year ending tragically. Drama. London

Elevation
Zuzana Sochman & Tunde Makinde 8 mins 12
Three people. A lift. What’s the worst that can happen?
Three strangers are forced together when the lift they
share breaks down. Comedy. London

Stanger In A Strangeland
Sara Klia 12 minutes 12
Liu, a young Asian girl, is left stranded and alone in
an airport. She is also being watched by a shadowy
organisation. Drama. London

So In Love
Alberto Bona 4 minutes U
A beautifully shot musical love story amidst an urban
cosmopolitan setting. Featuring international band The
Kosmos and actresses Irene Kise and Elle Jamison. A
joy to watch ...and to hear! Musical. London

A Man In Search Of A Story
Alexander Thomas 4 minutes 12A
A story about a man’s doomed attempt to break the
monotony of his daily life. Stories are everywhere. But
will he be condemned to life on the periphery?
Drama. London

Believe
Alexander Thomas & Paul McCruddon 4 mins U
Believe shows the increasing threat to local community
identity or retail homogenisation and the creative and
passionate resistance of local people. Documentary.
London

PLUS:
A NIGHT OF
COMEDY 
INN ON THE GREEN 

6–11pm 

Ganjo Style
Mark Jones  62 minutes 15
Ganjo goes round the world meeting celebrities and
taking a look inside the pyramids in Egypt.
Comedy. Britain

Indoors
Tom Guerrier  7 minutes 12
Jon is agoraphobic. His only connection to the outside
is Beba, an annoying community volunteer. They
despise each other, but need each other. Comedy.
London

The Middle
Palle Nodeland  17 minutes 15
Brian and Lloyd, childhood friends, both led different
lives. When life rejected them, they only had each
other... and the guy they just kidnapped.
Comedy. London

Bititsch
Peter Bizjak  13 minutes 12A
A nazi is addicted to pizza. Comedy. Slovenia

Nixxy
Stuart Perkins  7 minutes 12
After years of friendship Nixxy worries Sam will grow
up and have no need for an imaginary friend.
Comedy. London

8pm 

Unpublished
Brian Harley  10 minutes 12A
Whilst working in a call center, an aspiring erotic
novelist secretly attempts to write his book but is
constantly interrupted by difficult customers. A
humourous yet poignant observation into stifled
ambition. Comedy. Britain

Rex Stupendous: 
Defender Of God
Gary & Chris Stevens  12 minutes  15
A police officer is thrown 5000 years into the future to
ally the real of good, while the realm of bad plan to
steal every game in the universe. Comedy. Britain

Elevation
Zuzana Sochman & Tunde Makinde  8 minutes 12
Three people. A lift. What’s the worst that can happen?
Three strangers are forced together when the lift they
share breaks down in this offbeat comedy.
Comedy. London

The Joker
Jonathon Crewe  7 minutes 12A
A tall tale of house mates from hell in a purgatory of
bad pub jokes. Comedy. London

Where’s Mary – 8 Sept
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Three
Darren S. Cook  17 minutes 12A
Three men, three guns, three hits. When three hitmen
are sent to kill each other they realise they have more
in common than they thought. Comedy. Britain

Hear Me Now
Amy-Joyce Hastings  4 minutes 12
Henry and Marie have a tempestuous love affair. But
all is not as it seems ... and just who has overheard
their last spat? Comedy. Britain

Hit The Big Time
Helen Grace  29 minutes 15
Two numbskull British hitmen try to give up crime by
going to Hollywood to pitch their life stories as a
movie. When they fail to impress, the only job they
get is to execute an old horror B Movie actor.
Comedy. London

The Caller
Ben Mottershead  13 minutes 15
Colin is a desperate man, but desperation falls to new
levels when even paying for a woman’s time proves
difficult. Comedy. Britain

Mike, Harry & Misha
Marius Smuts  9 minutes 12A
Mike and his best friend Harry go for a trip to the
Cornish countryside where they meet the lovely Misha.
harry falls in love. Comedy. London

Color Matching
Peter Wittwer  10 minutes 12A
On a rooftop in Brooklyn, a man is disturbed by his
clumsy neighbour while trying to paint. He becomes
increasingly annoyed with her admiration. 
Comedy. Holland

Love Inc
Alex Pattershall & Anthony Woodley  17 minutes U
Cupid’s apprentice decides to sabotage his master’s
plan when the woman he loves is to be matched with
another man. Comedy. Britain

The Honeytrap
Jason Ebelthite  12 minutes 12A
Two best friends decide to test the fidelity of their long
distance boyfriends, however things do not go to plan
when they take a liking to each others boyfriends. 
Comedy. London

Trust Me
Marc Simms  23 minutes 15
A paranoid dropout pays someone to hit on his
girlfriend as a test of her faithfulness.
Comedy. Britain

Thu 9 Sept
LONDON 
FILM-MAKERS
CONVENTION 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS

6–11pm 

When Children Played At
Slaughter
Richard Mansfield  5 minutes 12A
Snakes and Ladders is so last season inspiring four
bored children to invent an exciting but possibly
deadly game that can be played only once. 
Animation. London

Suck-A-Thumb
Richard Mansfield  6 minutes 12A
Konrad is bright young boy, but he has a terrible
addiction that can only end painfully. Filmed in
terrifying shad-o-vision. Animation. London

The Phantom Coach
Richard Mansfield  8 minutes 12A
A young traveler is lost one dark and treacherous
night. He plans to catch the night mail coach but finds
himself caught in a terrifying ordeal. 
Good Animation. London

Milosh
Vesna Orel  43 minutes 12
This is a story about my father, Milosh Orel, who was
during the second world war imprisoned with his
family in several concentration camps by the nazis. He
was 15 years old.  Edited by Matt Robunson.
Documentary. London

The Day The Robots Woke Up
Ed Hartwell  7 minutes U
In a retro-futuristic world, a comet hits London causing
all technology to mysteriously stop working. Over a
hundred years later the robots have woken up!
Animation. London

The Escort
Clare Holman  18 minutes 15
When Lesley, a chaperone for young offenders,
promises to help a young prostitute, she unwittingly
brings danger into her home, forcing her to choose
between her children or her career.
Drama. London

Live
Yeshe Hegan  8 minutes 12A
Live! shows what happens when a group of boys
decide to record themselves direct to the internet via
their mobile phones, and get carried away with the
idea of having a live audience. Drama. London

Shame
Paul Makkar  9 minutes 12A
Two star crossed lovers meet in the forest.
Drama. London

8pm 

The Morning After
Alex Sufit  4 minutes 15
A young woman wakes up, hung-over and bleary
eyed, and tries to piece together the night before.
unfolding in a series of flashbacks, she strings
together the drunken calls leaning to dark conse-
quences in the morning. Comedy. London

Portobello Road Market
Lindsey Suter  4 minutes U
A short lighthearted touch on what makes Portobello
Road Market so unique and so special.
Documentary. London

Over The Hills
William Walsh  10 minutes U
A closely observed drama that looks at the decisions
that shape us as people and, more importantly, the
people that shape our decisions.
Good Drama. London

Internet Story
Adam Butcher  10 minutes 12A
A fast-paced thought-provoking film told through
fragments of internet videos, animations, blogs and
news articles. Drama. London

Kiamu !!!
Anwari Ashraf  8 minutes 12A
A docudrama on seniority abuse in Malaysian elite
boarding schools. In which have recorded numerous
cases of severe injuries, disability and even a few
deaths. Drama. London

Victim
Leon Rowe  8 minutes 12A
Victim bends the imagination of the audience to
unravel the story of a man who has been forced to
make an agonizing decision that will change his life
forever. Drama. London

Gemini Rising
Ben Dixon  8 minutes 15

A broken lift, scheming thugs, car chases, eight flights
of stairs complicate a young mother’s attempt to take
her baby out for the day. Drama. London

The Buckshee Countess
Paul Bruce  17 minutes 12
An a run-down mansion-house, a deranged countess
abducts and enslaves strangers to work on her estate.
A noir-esque fairy tale. Horror. London

The Raconteur
Laurentiu Huianu  33 minutes 12
Communists have been responsible for over 70 million
death. Galei Nicalescu shares some of his own stories
and experiences of living under the Communist regime
in Romania. Documentary. London

Every Second Is My First
Oliver Malin  14 minutes U
A visual and audio collage of memory and grief,
explored through two characters trapped by the city.
Art. London

The Other Side Of The Street
Kim Pettersson  2 minutes   U
If you open your eyes, you may glimpse the truth on
the other side of the street. Drama. London

Tracks
Louise Marie Cooke  9 minutes 12
Noah and Holly  come together to deal with the guilt
over their friend’s death: haunted by the events, Noah
struggles to move on. Drama. London

Fire Burn Babylon
Sarita Siegel  53 minutes 15
A crew of Rastafarians are evacuated to London after
a volcanic eruption in Montserrat. Living in exile in
inner-city London, the Rastamen reinvent themselves
as “rude-boy” rappers and small time hustlers.
Documentary. London

Call Girl
S. Nair  7 minutes 12A
A young couple get into an argument, the man storms
out of the flat and finds reassurance in an unsus-
pecting call girl. When he returns home his world is
shaken. Drama. London

PLUS:
PUNKVERT 
INN ON THE GREEN 

6pm–late 

Romeo & Julio
Ivan Peric  75 minutes 15
“Romeo & Julio”  is a break dance gay trash musical
comedy and a parody of William Shakespeare’s
“Romeo & Juliet”. Comedy. Croatia

7:30pm 

Punkvert
Reality check, too!
or, is that a cyclops in yr pocket?

After last year's debauched shennaigans, PFF's
subterfugal activists - punkvert, are back with another
dose of audiovisual eyecandy for the misinformed. All
tomorrows parties are over...come along and get your
eyelids wired open. Your ears will be better for it. 

Cyclops And The Wildebeest -
The making Of  15
E. Blackwood  30 minutes
What makes absurd rock? The punk funk jazz group

Rude Mechannicals embark on making an album with
producer Erreth Sondabeng with varying results.
Music Documentaries. London + Band

The night will also feature some live music, but we'll
leave it to you to guess who....
punkvert.tv - wising up the marks since 1993

Fri 10 Sept
SPANISH FILMS 
POP UP CINEMA

6:30–8pm 

Extintion II Quadrature Of The
Circles
Fernando Uson  11 minutes  12
A married couple dresses up to attend a ceremony.
Drama. Spain

Panico A Una Muerte Ridicula
Rubin Stein  15 minutes    12A
Tom is obsessed by ridiculous deaths. A tragic piece of
news will mark the beginning of a strange travel
through fear, love and destiny. Drama. Spain

Ansiedad (Anxiety)
Eduardo Casanova  25 minutes    18
Violeta lagatija is a great prima donna with social
phobia. Violeta can neither speak nor relate to anyone
who knows her. Berto is crazy in love with Violeta, but
he knows her problem...  Drama. Spain

Sobre a Morte De Bieito (Acerca De
La Muerie De Bieito) (About Bieito’s Death)
Xudit Casas  9 minutes 12A
What would you do if you were in a funeral and you
felt something moving inside the coffin? Drama. Spain

The Story Of David Leonard
Sutton Alfonso Diaz  3 minutes  12A
Everyone loves David Leonard Sutton. Everyone
except me. Drama. Spain

Arena (Sand)
Jota Aronak  19 minutes 12A
Jonash does not know what sunlight is. He has never
seen a tree or the sky. He has never left his room. he
does not need to. Drama. Spain

Amona Putz
Telmo Esnal  9 minutes U
Sometimes, couples who have children miss Grandma.
But only sometimes. Drama. Spain

8pm Artist Eye: Freestyle
selected by Kolton Lee

See boxed section.

PLUS:
LONDON 
FILM-MAKERS
CONVENTION 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 

6–11pm 

The Rat
Lucinda Cary  10 minutes 12A
Joe grabs breakfast and runs, late for work, on the
way out though he discovers a rat in the wheely bin,
he tells his pregnant wife to kill it. Drama. London

Reflected
Stuart Perkins  8 minutes U
Amy is forced to confront the spirit of her dead
brother by her worried friends. Horror. London

Bad Luck Rock  
Stuart Perkins  6 minutes 12
Two friends who believe they have been cursed by a
volcanic rock start to question if the rock really is bad
luck. Comedy. London

The Box
Stuart Perkins  7 minutes U
Two men find a box in the middle of the road. When
they look inside they see a world where their desires
become reality. Drama. London

9
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Delog
Lucinda Cary  16 minutes U
The Maddock children are used to coping when their
mother behaves strangely but this time she has left
the land of the living altogether, for now anyway.
Drama. London

Walter And The Tigers
Jason Perryman  23 minutes 12A
Freeding with tiger shares, showing they are not as
dangerous as we think, then showing that we are the
danger when we kill them in the beach nets.
Documentary. London

Physical Education
Rohan Green  10 minutes 12A
Teenage fencer stands up to her bullies to take gold at
the Olympics. Drama. London

Girl Drinks Darkness
Tony Hickson  6 minutes 15
A film about suicide. Art. London

Nasty Splurty Brains
Tony Hickson  3 minutes 15
A psycho escapes death ensues. Horror. London

Insomnia
Ed Edwards  5 minutes U
A newcomer to the city sits sleepless in her flat at
night. She imagines that if she could run through the
friendless streets she might banish her feeling of
alienation... Drama. London

8pm 

Martin
Chris Wilson  15 minutes 18
A former male prostitute reflects on sex, addiction and
the meaning of life. Documentary. London

Trish & Tara
Trevor Jones  10 minutes 18
Two young women from different social backgrounds
find similarities in their apparent differences to form
an uncommon emotional bond. Drama. London

Still Life
Charlotte Wolf  11 minutes U
A lonely living statue is angry when two rivals move
onto her pitch. But as the newcomers start dueling for
her affection, life becomes far more colourful and
complicated. Drama. London

Dear Friend
Don Brosnan  6 minutes    12
Based on the Greiving Process, a man writes a letter to
his recently deceased friend. Tapping into the foreign
and feminine aspects of his emotional life seeking
resolution.(In Russian with english subtitles.)
Art. London

Love In London
Mazin Mahdi-Sherabayani  15 minutes   U
On a lonely night, Nicole recalls three very different
romantic events that changed her life and perception
about love and herself. A mixture of flashbacks and
memory story telling film. Drama. London

Exhale
Remi Weekes  13 minutes 12A
Joel, at 17, has been diagnosed as HIV positive. He
decides, very prematurely, that he’d rather face this
‘embarrassing’ disease alone than with anyone else...
to unexpected consequences. Drama. London

Choose Life
Aneta Kaplanova  Popart House  2 minutes   12A
Anti knife crime advertisement. Drama. London

Shafted
Ros Gihan Williams  18 minutes 15
About two friends whose relationship and lifestyle of
partying is suddenly shattered by a life threatening
illness - Even hedonists can’t escape their own body
clocks. Based on real events. Drama. London

A Wake, A Sleep
Adrian Hume Robinson  29 minutes 18
Five friends. One night. One morning. When Kat
discovers her partner Si may have been cheating, she
and best friend Debs embark on a quest to discover
the truth... and to exact revenge.
Drama. London

Sat 11 Sept
MUSIC VIDEOS &
DOCUMENTARIES 
POP UP CINEMA

6:30–8pm 

To Become Entranced: Goa
Trance DJs The Class Of ‘93
Rupert Ferguson  35 minutes 12A
Film profile of first generation Goa Trance DJs from
panjaea’s legendary focal point: the UK’s first ever
Goa Trance Club Night featuring Yazz, ‘return to the
source’ regulars Mark & Chrizbo with special guest
appearance fro mixmaster Morris. 
Music Documentaries. Britain

My Home Is My Shoes - Will
Debbie Anzalone  3 minutes U
This film explores the power of music and dance
through the immigrants desire to stay connected with
home. Will was born in Detroit and has lived in
England for 50 years, not only a octagenarian but the
best tap dancer in town! Music Documentaries. London

Fishin’
Jordan Wood  4 minutes 12A
After a days fishing the band wake to discover their
boat has been sabotaged. A trail of engine parts leads
them into the forest depths where they discover a
fateful secret. Music Videos. Britain

What Makes A Man A Human
Softwhere  4 minutes 15
Anti-war music video by UK band Softwhere. Featuring
a “mutant” striding through a tunnel with a lot on it’s
mind.  Filmed in Newcastle Upon Tyne. 
Music Videos. Britain

Anatomy - King Furnaace
Katharine Bird  3 minutes U
Anatomy is a stylish music video where bold black
colour punches the eye in a pop-art pastiche at a fiery
pace for a rock band KIng Furnance.
katharine-Music Videos. Britain

Burning Hank-Cake
Henry Coleman  3 minutes U
A 1920’s silent music video featuring a villainous
villain, a girl and a railway track - and the train is
coming ... Music Videos. Britain

Early Birds
Laith Sami  3 minutes 12
It’s a music video shoot on stage. It’s a contemporary
feel of it. Very artistic, very beautiful. 
Music Videos. London

Unite & TGU When You Hear
Me Sing
Ray Wilkes  5 minutes 12A
Music video by Transglobal Underground & Unite.
Music Videos. Britain

The Face
Marco Marchesi  4 minutes U
A kid and his dog in an amazing time travel.
Music Videos

Lost Scenes - Follow.
(Alice In Wonderland)
Ray Wilkes  5 minutes 12
Alice In Wonderland. Inspired music video - (A love
story that shows that love conquors all.
Music Videos. Britain

Lost Souls - Eaton Park (Zombies)
Ray Wilkes  5 minutes 12A
A storu about a man who has nightmares about
zombies - But do his dreams become reality?
Music Videos. Britain

Unkle - Trouble In Paradise
Ray Wilkes  5 minutes 12A
Actresses performing emotions to the camera in line
with Unkle’s  Trouble In Paradise. Music Videos. Britain

Bombastic Mind by Mental
Health
Simon Le Boggit  3 minutes
It’s all in your fantastic mind ... your fantastic
bombastic mind. Music Videos

7:30pm 

Michael Horovitz
See boxed section. 

8pm Artist Eye: 
The Passion Of Joan Of Arc
selected by In The Nursery

See boxed section.

PLUS:
LONDON 
FILM-MAKERS
CONVENTION 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS

1–11pm 

Henry
Navarro Aydemir  7 minutes 15
Henry lives in isolation, as his story unfolds the reason
behind his loneliness is revealed, and a choice has to
be made. Drama. London

My Friends
Mair Davies  8 minutes 12A
Clips recorded in 1970 on super 8 of mainly domestic
communal gatherings of some of those associated with
the Gay Liberation Front.(“Bearded men in frocks”) 
Documentary. London

Kazik And the Kommander’s
Car
Hannah Lovell  25 minutes 12A
InJune 1942, Kazik Piechowski escaped from
Auschwitz. This film documents Katy Carr’s visit to
Poland to meet Kazik, and play him her tribute song
“Kommander’s Car”. Documentary. London

Laguna Negra
Michael Watts 24 minutes 12A
A film that explores the core values of a subsistence
farming community in Peru, the way the fabric of this

FRI 10th SEPT – POP UP CINEMA

8pm 

Ondene (Lucy Konadu) is beautiful, talented, and destined to study law at Oxford if she gets the required A-
Levels. Nothing less will satisfy her domineering mother, Hyacynth (Suzann McLean). When a basketball
court is set up near her private school, Ondene is charmed by a charismatic, good-looking freestyle
basketball player, Leon (Arinze Kene), and they decide to enter a competition.

From a deprived background, Leon dreams of going to university and needs to win to pay his way. Ondene
deceives her mother to be with him, and romance blossoms, only to be crushed when Hyacynth finds out.
Balancing her future prospects and her newfound passion, Ondene has to make tough decisions about her
family, education, and the man she loves.

Featuring a fresh cast and a hot UK urban soundtrack selected by Bashy, Freestyle is an exciting, funny and
heartwarming story that showcases the best in new British talent.

Kolton Lee is an award winning filmmaker, novelist and playwright.  He has made two feature films:  he
was the Writer and Director behind the romantic comedy CHERPS (2007) and the Director behind the
recently released FREESTYLE (2010), a street smart and snappy look at the world of Freestyle basketball.  

He has also had his first novel published, noirish thriller THE LAST CARD, and the theatre piece – AN
EVENING WITH MICHAEL JORDAN – performed at the National Black Theatre of Harlem.  BRIXTON ROCK,
his second theatre piece is currently with the TALAWA theatre company and is slated for production in 2012.

Kolton is currently in development on two feature film BURN! – a contemporary and hard boiled neo-noir
thriller - and BRIXTON ’81 – an adaptation of the novel EAST OF ACRE LANE, a coming of age tale set in the
criminal underworld of Brixton in 1981.

DON’T MISS

Freestyle introduced by Kolton Lee

SAT 11th SEPT
POP UP CINEMA

7:30pm 

Michael Horovitz introduces
young film-maker Tom Haines’s film
documenting the personal and public activities
of Michael Horovitz and his New
Departures/Poetry Olympics/Jazz Poetry
SuperJam bandwagons. 

In the 20-minute excerpt from this ongoing
‘Days in the Life’ assemblage which will be
screened with intro, outro and discussion by
both Michael and Tom, viewers will meet
several of the 75-year-old polymath’s pals in
performances, commentaries and dialogues
with and regarding Horovitz and his diverse
presentations. These taster-cameos include
revealing and frequently comic contributions
from singer-songwriter Pete Brown; femme
fatale sextraordinaire Molly Parkin; MH’s
William Blake Klezmatrix band featuring Peter
Lemer’s piano, Annie Whitehead’s trombone
and Horovitz’s anglo-saxophone performing
Blake’s Tyger and Allen Ginsberg’s Howl; plus
extended impros and joshings twixt Michael
and performance poetry maestro John Hegley. 

Picture-Poems & Other Artworks 1963–2009
by Michael Horovitz will occupy Art@42, 42
Pembridge Road, W11 3HN until end of Sept.

Michael
Horovitz 
documentary

ARTIST’S      EYE
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society has been threatened by mining and the
destructive outcome of imposing a capital intensive
model of development on a society based on
traditional values. Documentary. London

Not In Our Name
Gabrielle Tierney 30 minutes 15
An inspiring true story of resistance; risking impris-
onment, yet motivated by justice. This is the story of 9
men who took the law into their own hands to fight
for the greater good. Documentary. London

The Fear Factory
Joanna Natasegara & Richard Symons 59 mins 12
Two decades of politicians playing the law and order
‘Arms race’ has brought a criminal justice crisis to the
UK. Especially when it comes to our young - where
we’re ultimately creating more of the very thing we
fear ...criminals. Documentary. London

3:30pm 

Not Reconciled
Jill Daniels 40 minutes 12A
Rosa and Carlos the ghost of young Spanish
Republican fighters, killed in the Civil War roam the
ruins of Belchite in Northern Spain waiting to discover
of their unmarked graves. Documentary. London

Fund This!
Anna Edwards & Oliver Houston 11 minutes 12A
A film funding applicant battles censorship and his
own conscience in a fraught attempt to get his project
‘Green Lit’ in this surreal and biting dark political
comedy. Comedy. London

Conformists
Juriaan Booij 19 minutes 15
Conformists is a story about losing control. It questions
why we behave the way we do and how sometimes it
is impossible to free one’s self from intense feelings of
hate and jealousy. Drama. London

Elegy For The Elswick Envoy
Nancy Willis 23 minutes U
Witty and moving disability road movie about an artist
trying to find a home for her old, battered but much
loved car, the Elswick Envoy. Documentary. London

Losing Morris
Alex Kendall 8 minutes U
Margaret believes her husband has become too
incapacitated to drive his beloved car. Drama. London

Milosh
Vesna Orel 43 minutes 12
This is a story about my father, Milosh Orel, who was

during the second world war imprisoned with his
family in several concentration camps by the nazis. He
was 15 years old. Edited by Matt Robunson.
Documentary. London

Consolation
Egor Karpov 24 minutes 12A
Ivan, a typical manager from Moscow comes on
business to a small provincial town where he meets
Galya, a very strange but beautiful young woman.
Drama. London

The Escort
Clare Holman 18 minute s15
When Lesley, a chaperone for young offenders,
promises to help a young prostitute, she unwittingly
brings danger into her home, forcing her to choose
between her children or her career. Drama. London

Live
Yeshe Hegan 8 minutes 12A
Live! shows what happens when a group of boys
decide to record themselves direct to the internet via
their mobile phones, and get carried away with the
idea of having a live audience. Drama. London

Shame
Paul Makkar 9 minutes     12A
Two star crossed lovers meet in the forest. Drama.
London

7pm 

Mark Jackson’s This Isn’t It
Kris Thompson 10 minutes     15
In February 2010, a film crew from London were
invited to Burnley, Lancashire to film a documentary
about a local gas company and their star employee...
this is what happen. Comedy. London

I Luv Matt Johnson
Jon Garbett  14 minutes U
17 years old Zoe succeeds in juggling her GCSE
retakes, supermarket job and commitments to her
friends - until her boyfriend and best mate betray her.
Drama. London

Revolutionary Road 
Elcid Asaei 10 minutes 12A
One year from the controversial re-election of
Ahmadinejad, and the brutal clampdown on peaceful
protesters in Iran. Documentary. London

Stanger In A Strangeland 
Sara Klia 12 minutes 12
Liu, a young Asian girl, is left stranded and alone in
an airport. She is also being watched by a shadowy
organisation. Drama. London

Beyond The River (Ebir Nari)
Danny Winkler 65 minutes 15
Ebir Nari is a raw contemplation on the images of life
and the hereafter, which smears intellectual borders
and reassembles the spiritual atlas of human beliefs.
Art Documentaries. London

Terrorised
Fahima Sahabdeen 22 minutes 15
Ahmed Zaheed’s life is disrupted with the 2005
London bombing. Can he forget his past or will
paronoia govern? Drama. London

The Buckshee Countess
Paul Bruce  17 minutes 12A
In a run-down mansion-house, a deranged countess
abducts and enslaves strangers to work on her estate.
A noir-esque fairy tale. Horror. London

Visuals Made In Austria
(Projekteure, Inivisualisten, Spielfilmer)
Olivia Macho 93 minutes 12A
Describes an effort to represent Visualists from
Austria. The working area in the field of projections,
mulitscreens and installations goes from the public
space to theatres, classic music, opera etc. Current
positions, formations, historical developements of this
art form are going to be demonstrated in this unique
documentary. Documentary. Austria

Sun 12 Sept
DRAMA 
POP UP CINEMA

6:30–10pm 

I Like Nora (Nora Sa Mi Paci)
Aramisova 12 minutes 15
She is a weirdo, gracefully confusing everyone. I can

feel her and that it is going to be a long flight. But I
think I have fucked it up already at the beginning.
Drama. Czech Republic

One Night Only (Nur Eine Nacht)
Matthias Krumrey18 minutes 12A
Chris and Tobi are looking for a special thrill and
break into a seemingly empty apartment but their
adventure comes to an abrupt end. Drama. Germany

Dance For Eternity
Michael Gilroy 12 minutes 12A
Two lovers make a promise to each other that will
change their lives forever. Drama. Britain

Locock
Torkjell Stromme 8 minutes 15
A cynical, misanthropic alcoholic who runs an alibi
agency for cheating spouses wanders into the frame of
a documentary crew canvassing views on relationships.
Mock-Documentary. Britain

8pm Artist Eye: The Boat selected
by Partick Hughes

See boxed section.

Giuseppe Gigci - Paintings
Flavio Sciole  4 minutes U
A documentary about Giuseppe Gigci, a painter.
Art. Italy

SAT 11th SEPT – POP UP CINEMA

8pm 

The Passion of Joan of
Arc, directed by Carl
Th. Dreyer in 1928, is
considered one of the
best silent films ever
made.

Rene Falconetti gives
one of the greatest
performances ever
recorded on film, as
the young maiden who
died for God and
France.

The original version of
the film was lost for

decades, after a fire destroyed the master negative. Dreyer himself attempted to reassemble a version from
out-takes and surviving prints, but he died believing his original cut was lost forever. Almost miraculously, a
virtually complete print of Dreyer's original version was found in 1981.

IN THE NURSERY are specialists at providing new scores for classic silent films. Their first score was in 1996
for 'The Cabinet of Caligari', a project that has subsequently been performed around the world as part of
their optical music series, which attracts new audiences to silent cinema. Twin brothers Klive & Nigel
Humberstone utilise state of the art music technology, with a unique symphonic style, to produce hauntingly
evocative soundtracks. 

This new score reflects the film’s dramatic highs and lows – from the emotional close-up photography of the
trial through to the fevered final scenes surrounding Joan’s death.

www.inthenursery.com

The Passion Of Joan Of Arc with 
live soundtrack by In the Nursery

ARTIST’S      EYE

PG
SUN 12th SEPT – POP UP CINEMA

8pm 

Paintings and sculpture are stills, chosen to be significant
moments in time.  Artists have tried to represent movement
-the Futurists had a good go at it - but it is hard to do.
Movement came naturally to Buster Keaton, he learnt his
subtly expressive moves as a child performer in the English
music-halls.  In his two-reel short, The Boat,a masterpiece of
failure, Keaton is in a terrible storm at sea. He throws out
his lifebelt and it sinks: this is inevitably only a short shot.
Then he casts out his anchor and it floats, which shot lasts
longer and is sadder and funnier.

As an artist I have been interested in contra-
dictory objects like Man Ray's flat iron with a
row of tin tacks down its spine(1924) and
Meret Oppenheim's fur cup, saucer, and
spoon of 1936.  Buster's floating anchor is
similarly daft.  Perhaps anchors were cast
from wooden patterns and Keaton found one
and realised it could be used in a film.  A verbal oxymoron, like "loud silence" or "living death" or "darkness
visible", has an adjective which contradicts its noun.  In a visual oxymoron the thing, the anchor, is the noun,
and the material - wood - is the adjective which contradicts it.  I have painted grey rainbows, stations that
move past trains, the end of infinity, and lots of solid space.  I am having solo shows in Miami and New York
in December, and next year, in July, I will have a retrospective exhibition in London celebrating fifty years as
an artist exhibiting contradictory things. www.reverspective.com

The Boat selected and introduced 
by Patrick Hughes

ARTIST’S      EYE

U



Dreamtime
Anna Fearon  1 minute
Dreamtime explores the native aboriginal belief that
ancestral spirits are apart of nature. Art. Britain

About Love
Alexsey Zlobvn  13 minutes 12A
The art and atmospheric story of passion, love and
harsh transition to adulthood living on the autumnal
streets of St. Petersburg. Art. London

Rome By Night
Nadine Poulain  5 minutes 12
Accompanied by an evocative piano suite, a strangely
familiar landscape that resembles the universe
unfolds. Having been shot entirely on the human
body, the film seeks vastness in the closest detail, the
infinite in the finite. Art. Germany

Floating In Space
Angelina Vokopoulou  7 minutes 12
My recent work is focused on the meanings of empty
space. Through my video work, I try to ‘record’ the
meaning and the ‘image’ that void might has.
Moreover, I want to show the quality of empty space
and its value. Art. Greece

Cheers
Harald Schleicher  8 minutes 15
Cheers! Alcohol lifts the spirits, ladies try to get a thrill
for their exacerbated lives with champagne and men
are meanwhile competing in drinking. Art. Germany

Don’t Bogart That Joint
Harald Schleicher  9 minutes 18
An audio-visual trip into the genre of drugs in the

cinema. Drugs have been at home on the silver screen
since the early days of cinema. Art. Germany

London Fields
Steffon Boje  14 minutes 12A
A day in London Fields - a journey through an
afternoon of observations that determines the world
we creak around us. Art. London

493I Degenek (Strangers)
Derek Michael Besant  15 minutes     12A
Fragmented texts with “out-of-focus portraits” reveal
the medieval city of Gyor, Hungary. Art. Canada

PLUS:
LONDON 
FILM-MAKERS
CONVENTION 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS

1–10pm 

Eve
Jack Davies 75 minutes 15
Powerful thriller starkly exposes a couple’s
relationship torn apart by the kidnapping of their
young daughter risking everything in their chase to
find her. Drama. London

U5 Diaries  16 minutes 12A
Rob Fawcett, Deniz Arslan & Andrea Siegl 
A different Vienna to that of the guide books. U5
Diaries uses the subway to depict a microcosmic
survey of one of the wealthiest cities in Europe.
Documentary. London

The Shadow
Steve Rehman 90 minutes 15
A couples life is turned upside down when a evil cult
manipulate the neurotic girlfriend of an advertising
executive. Drama. London

4pm 

P.N.G. Style
David Fedele & Rebecca Kenyon 88 mins 12
Papia New Guinea has 850 languages. This film
follows one man’s solo journey, armed with backpack,
camcorder and guitar. Documentary. London

Secrets Of Angels
Toby Meakins 11 minutes 12
Guardian angels reveal they are as lost, fallible and
heartbroken as those they watch over in this collection
of impossible monologues. Drama. London

The Opera Singer
Nadaav Soudry 2 minutes U
An opera diva gives the performance of her life in this
comic satire on the commercialisation of the art. But
can it sell? Comedy. London

Portobello Road market
Lindsey Suter 4 minutes U
Lighthearted touch on what makes Portobello Road
Market so unique and special. Documentary. London

Over The Hills
William Walsh 10 minutes U
A closely observed drama that looks at the decisions
that shape us as people and, more importantly, the
people that shape our decisions. Drama. London

Kiamu!!!
Anwari Ashraf 8 minutes     12A
A docudrama on seniority abuse in Malaysian elite
boarding schools. In which have recorded numerous
cases of severe injuries, disability and even a few
deaths. Drama. London

Victim
Leon Rowe 8 minutes     12A
Victim bends the imagination of the audience to
unravel the story of a man who has been forced to
make an agonizing decision that will change his life
forever. Drama. London

Addiction
Sam Dowson 4 minutes 12A
A man fighting himself and his addiction. Can
willpower surfice or will he give in to temptation.
Drama. London

So In Love
Alberto Bona 4 minutes    U
Musical love story amidst an urban cosmopolitan
setting. Featuring international band The Kosmos and
actresses Irene Kise and Elle Jamison. Musical. London

Gemini Rising
Ben Dixon 8 minutes 15
A broken lift, scheming thugs, car chases, eight flights
of stairs complicate a young mother’s attempt to take
her baby out for the day. Drama. London

Leave Him
Sebastian Aguirre 12 minutes 15
Late at night a couple confront their future together.
Will they finally be honest about a supernatural
chapter from their past?”Leave Him”, the debut
production from Inner Rush Films. Drama. London

A Man In Search Of A Story
Alexander Thomas 4 minutes    12A
A man’s doomed attempt to break the monotony of
his daily life. Stories are everywhere. But will he be
condemned to the periphery? Drama. London

Believe
Alexander Thomas & Paul McCruddon 4 mins     U
The increasing threat to local community identity or
retail homogenisation and the creative and passionate
resistance of local people. Documentary. London

Lost
Alexander Thomas 5 minutes U
A woman’s nightmare comes true when she loses sight
of her child in busy Covent Garden. When her husband
finds her desperate with a concerned security guard,
all is not what it seems. Drama. London

Year Of The Cat
Eddie Saint-Jean 5 minutes 12A
Grandmother wakes up to find an intruder in her
home. He’s more concerned with why she still has her
Christmas decorations up in Feb. Crime Thriller. London

An East London Following
Eddie Saint-Jean 4 minutes U
A Hitchcockian thriller set on the back streets of
London’s East End. A woman is followed by a
determined stranger. Crime Thriller. London
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Food Chain
Eddie Saint-Jean 7 minutes 12
A burger lover faces or He wants to eat a huge,
greasy hamburger but it is National Vegetarian Week
and all the pro vegetarian tv programs are putting
him off. Comedy. London

Seminar
Awat Osman Ali 5 minutes 15
The story of scholar who works with women’s rights
and preparing for a seminar. Drama. London

I Want To See In Colour
Awat Osman Ali 6 minutes     U
Fatima is a young Muslim girl who is forced to wear
the niqab (vail). Drama. London

The Invisible Man
Amancay Tapia 3 minutes     U
A philosophical reflection on colonialism and
oppression. Drama. London

8pm 

Battlefield (Campo de Batalla)
Amancay Tapia  78 minutes   12A
Due to a social revolt in the streets of Lu Paz (Bolivia),
five women are forced to spend a few days together
trapped inside a beauty salon. Drama. London

Arch In The Sky (L’Arc-en-Ciel)
David Bonneville 20 minutes   15
A 40-year-old European woman relives the great love
for her deceased 18-year-old partner by engaging
young male strangers into sordid sexual adventures.
Drama. London

Mon 13 Sept
INTERNATIONAL
DRAMA 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS

6–11pm 

Army Strong
Ryan J-W Smith 3 minutes 18
A short film about female rape within the armed
forces.This film was selected for the Era New Horizons
Film Festival in Wroclaw, Poland. Drama. Britain

Protoparticles Chema
Garcia Ibarra 7 minutes 12
The experiment was almost a success: PROTOMATTER
EXISTS. Drama. Spain

Wags
Joachim Dollhopf & Evi Goldbrunner 40 mins 12A
Dina and Judith are the two new “WAGs” of two Berlin
football professionals. Drama. Germany

The Whirling Dervish
Rory Bain 28 minutes 15
A 16 year old dervish begins a spiritual quest under
the guidance of a strict Naqshibandi, Sheika ..but is
enticed by a beautiful new neighbour. Drama. Ireland

Kensington and Chelsea College
Shorts
This year we are entering a range of films showing the
diversity of the kind of work we are producing at the
College. For up to date information on courses got the
College website on www.kcc.ac.uk

Chantel 2:26
Glossy, high fashion music video inspired by the multi-
million pound urban music industry. Elodene Baker
Murphy

Nothing but the Magnificent 6:05
The first interview and documentary on Graham
Simpson the co-founder and bassist of Roxy Music.
Bad Little Cook Productions

Annabel Lee 2:27
A video inspired the poem by Edgar Allen Poe –
‘Annabel Lee’. Beautifully photographed in Richmond
Park and Brompton Cemetery. Molly Daniels

Under Darkened Skies 5:12
In 1984 Bhopal suffered a devastating industrial
disaster. This moving documentary looks at the legacy
of toxic waste and human suffering that has been left
behind, and the on-going fight with one of the world’s
worst multi national corporations – Union Carbide and
Dow Chemicals. Red Letter Graphics

The Loop 5:54
Combining beautifully drawn animation and a
haunting melody, a wooden mannequin comes to life
and discovers that time isn’t what it used to be.
George Roboz

The Tooth 4:40
Based on a genuine tooth extraction, this real life
footage captures the terrors of the dentist’s chair.
Sonya Manktelow

The Red Shoes 5:09
Based on the fairytale by Hans Christian Anderson
about a pair of enchanted crimson ballet slippers and
Michael Powell’s 1948 film starring Norma Shearer.
Sam Sarne, Deborah Kershaw

Rosa 6:43
Visually stunning footage that contrasts a thriving
London scene with the need to break free from the
excesses of modern life. Alex Akulov

Spilt Milk 5:04
Local Grove band shot mainly in studio at Kensington
and Chelsea College. David Barker, Shohei Yamamoto

Tamara 3:44
Sleek music video capturing the sounds of urban soul.
Elodene Baker Murphy

The Bitter Tears of Petra Von
Kant 3:16
This is a combination of Fassbinder’s epic and Lynch’s
Gucci commercial. Verena Herman

The Escape 6:38
Fantasy meets reality as a pair of red shoes lead to a
magical journey in homage to the Czech movie
‘Valerie and her Week of wonders’. Bree Wilder

Waiting for Her 1:26
Surreal and anxious short shot using Apple
Photobooth. Bree Wilder

My Brother the Comedian 5:35
The workings of the artistic mind are explored in this
revealing interview with a comic pastor. Xenophon
Ankrah

Beating Hearts 5:00
Love takes a brutal turn in this dark and gritty thriller.
Alex Akulov

Death 3:36
A moving rendition of a poem by James Henry Leigh
Hunt, set to back drop of beautiful black and white
imagery of Kensal Green Cemetary. Arthur Dos
Santos, Erica Cordosa

Cream Crackers 3:02
Take a fleeting glimpse in to the mind of a manic
depressive in this short but thought-provoking film.
Erica Cordosa

Liar Liar 3:32
Passionate Latino sounds unravel the lies of a cheating
heart in this home-movie style music video

Basta Ya (Enough Already)  7:07
After 500 years of oppression, technology offers a
chance for empowerment to the world’s indigenous
communities. Caroline Dampier

Executing Oedipus
Katrina Yau 7 minutes 12A
Right now, Caitlin sits inside a little girls dream.
Hoping to pass dream quickly making little conversa-
tions that later reveals the real truth why they are
both here. Drama. London

Diagnosis
Myroslav Slaboshpytskiy 15 minutes 15
A tragedy. The story of a pregnant woman. The
identity of the child’s father is unimportant. The main
thing is for the group to keep together. The young
woman lives with two men in a run-down part of Kiev
in a house due for demolition. Drama. Ukraine

Stranded
Martin Malone 10 minutes 15
A life and death struggle runs through the night in
search of help. Meanwhile, her potential saviour work
on nearby, unware of her predicament. Will their
paths converge in time? Drama. Britain

El Padre
Luis San Roman Gomendio 20 minutes 12
Enrique, a young policeman, sitting at the police
station’s desk types: Name: Rodrigo Valdesoto Rios,
Date Of birth: June 22nd, 1969, Age: 10 years old.
Facing him there’s a man, with misery reflected in his
face. Drama. Spain

Intercambio
Antonello Novelline 15 minutes 15
The cut off village and the dreadful consequences.
Drama. Spain

Vinyl
Tom Wilton 80 minutes 12A
A boy meets girl story in New York City. Problem is,
she’s already with his best friend. Drama

PLUS:
VIDEO CAFE 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS
IN THE BAR

6–10pm 

Choose From Menu - see page 19

Tue 14 Sept
DOCUMENTARY 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS

6–11pm 

A Swans Chronicle
Robert Bell 60 minutes U
A documentary of a pair of swans rearing their young
from the egg to the final flight. Filmed over 15
months capturing the story. Documentary. Britain 

Mumbo Jumbo 
Nick Fletcher 4 minutes U
A video about the world’s steepest rolloacoster
‘Mumbo Jumbo’. Documentary. Britain

Sixties Homage 5 minutes U
A video about the sixties display at York’s Castle
Museum. Documentary. Britain

Cangleska Wakan (The Sacred Hoop)
Aitken Pearson 52 minutes 12
Cangleska Wakan address the ‘Sacred Hoop’ of the
Lakota Nation through candid and revealing
interviews from contributors on Indian Reservation in
South Dakota. Documentary. Britain

8pm 

Born Too early
Roland Winterstein 7 minutes 12A
Story about a young born seven-month-baby.
Documentary. Germany  

Marika
Magdalena Pniewska 11 minutes U
A strong and subtle portrait of a blind girl called
Marika. Documentary. Britain  

The Birth Of The Phoenix
Ersen Cira 43 minutes 12A
Effort of sculptor Charles Nassar to turn war and the
sequels of the war to a love and peace message by
using the same destruction materials such as sharapnel
and the remains of the war. Documentary. Turkey

Bonds
Denes Ruzsa 5 minutes U
The world is suffering from violence in various forms.
Exposure to mental and physical threats is becoming
part of every day life. To what extent can the bonds of
friendship and family help to combat these problems?
Documentary. Hungary

After The Revolution
(Despues Del Zapatismo) Leticia Agudo 52 mins 12
A unique documentary showing the impact on their
daily lives through one special family in the Zapatisa
area of Mexico. Documentary. Ireland

Hori Smoku Sailor Jerry: 
the Life Of Norman 
Keith Weiss Erich Weiss 60 minutes 15
Feature exploring the roots of American tattooing
through the life of its most iconoclastic figure Norman
“Sailor Jerry” Collins. Documentary. London

Voiceless Reel
Valentina Ippolito 3 minutes U
A black and white documentary unfolding the
workday of a 3D cinema projectionist with 52 years of
experience in the industry. Documentary. Britain

PLUS:
VIDEO CAFE
LONDON 
FILM-MAKERS
CONVENTION 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS
IN THE BAR

6–11pm 

Choose From Menu - see page 19

Wed 15 Sept
ART 
DOCUMENTARIES 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS

6–11pm 

Diary Of A Disgraced Soldier
Richard Atkinson, Chris Rowe & Neil Cole 68 mins 15
Corporal Webster filmed British soldiers beating Iraqi
youths, Al Amarah, 2004.We follow him on an intense
journey from when he leaves The Army. Using
art/music/poetry he deals with PTSD. Art
Documentaries. Britain

The Explorer
Vedita Ramdoss 19 minutes U
An unseen narrator projects films from around the
world, traveling across continents and oceans. Each
film shows a different place with different characters,
each with their own stories. Art Documentaries. Britain

Through Their Eyes
Tatiane Feres 25 minutes U
The film follows three people in Brazil, all of whom
are blind. One of them is being trained to become a
professional ballerina, while the other two are now
teaching classical ballet. Documentary. London
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8pm 

Destino: A Contemporary Dance
Story Caswell Coggins 56 minutes    12
This film celebrates the potency of the arts to bring
people together across generations and across ethnic
divides; a power to change fate, to change lives.
Documentary. London

Ascent Into The Maelstrom
Simon Hitchman 52 minutes   12A
A documentary  film exploring the works of visionary
artist Paul Fryer. Art Documentaries. London

Clouds Fly West
Vesselin Cholakov 23 minutes U
Global issues like Urbanization, Growing World
Population and Migration raised by local conflicts. A
film based on a true story about a man in unknown
city, with no friend to talk to, with nothing to do for a
living but to play the accordion. Art Documentary.
Bulgaria

The Forgotten Heroes
Lucien Garin & Laurent Baldoni 62 minutes   12A
Focuses on the more inspirational characters from the
Parisian Banlieues. They open up as never before,
revealing a surprisingly profound and captivating side
to their characters. Art Documentary. Spain

PLUS:
VIDEO CAFE  
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS
IN THE BAR

6–11pm 

Choose From Menu - see page 19

PLUS:
DOCS & DRAMA 
INN ON THE GREEN

6–11pm 

A Film From My Parish - 6
Farms Tony Donoghue 7 minutes  U
6 residents discuss the old ways and farming in the
past in a small rural parish in Ireland. Documentary.
Ireland   

Fothraigh Le Teacht
Gary Gallagher 26 minutes U
Students gather in letter frack, co. Galway, Ireland to
discuss architecture and planning issues. Documentary.
Ireland  

Flood Light
A poetic meditation on the history, design and cultural
legacy linking the Grand Union Canal and Westway in
North Kensington. Flood Light is a programme of short
films by established and emerging film makers about
journeys made across the Grand Union Canal and
Westway in North Kensington. The project has been
devised by Constantine Gras and is a commission for
the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea’s
InTRANSIT festival and is supported by the V&A
Museum, Westway Development Trust, British
Waterways and Portobello Film Festival. Programme
includes:
Flood Light 
6 minute film, Constantine Gras.
Go From A to B to A 
1:49 minute film, Pat Naldi
Half Penny Steps
4:02 minute film, Helen Petts.
1 Hour Westway
3:03 minute film, Simona Piantieri.
My Fear of Drowning 
2:58 minute film, Jason Crimp.
All I Want 
2:52 minute film, Azeem Mustafa
At That Same Moment 
2:41 minute film, C.B. Legge
Sub-A40  
3:19 minute film, Adam Willis
Intersections
2:59 minute film, Rickster 

7:30pm 

Arch In The Sky (L’Arc-en-Ciel) 
David Bonneville  20 minutes 15A
40-year-old European woman relives the great love
for her deceased 18-year-old partner by engaging
young male strangers into sordid sexual adventures.
Drama. London

Stealing Elvis
Ed Edwards  97 minutes 15
Alice and Kristina meet Frank and Danny on a wild
night out. They discover the boys have robbed 2
million and plot to steal it for themselves.
Crime Thriller. London

If You See Her, Say Hello
Paul Purnell 12 minutes 12
Two young people stand outside a closed city cafe very
early one cold morning. The same thing is on both
their minds, but they’ve not met - yet. Drama. Britain

Instructions
Costas Yiallourides 27 minutes 12
A new bed that comes in pieces is the occasion for a
meeting of two very different people. Drama. Greece

A Box Of Buttons
Morta Reyes Artas 21 minutes U
Andres cannot possibly afford the presents his
daughter want for christmas. This revelation launches
them on a voyage of discovery. Drama. Spain

Solus ad Solam
Muriel Montini 23 minutes 12A
A man drives to see the woman he loves. Drama.
France

Together
Gigi Romero 10 minutes 15
A loving father hides his violent tendencies by working
secretly as a professional thug. One day, determined
to quiet down his noisy neighbor, he goes up to his
apartment to beat him up. Drama. Spain     

Love Child (Karleksbarn)
Daniel Wirtber  7 minutes U
A young girl enjoys the perfect life of being the only
child, when one day a new family member arrives.
Drama. Sweden 

Thu 16 Sept
DUTCH FILMS 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS

6–11pm 

Brothers Of Metal
Arno Coenen 12 minutes 15
Art hooligan Arno Coenen’s journey through the heart
of Europe. Prepare for serious iconoclasm, from black
to trash and beyond. Animation. Holland

The Blue Bus (De Blauwe Bus)
Sanne Kortooms 30 minutes 12
”Hell is what you make it”. The Blue Bus takes the
view were on a dazzling musical journey with colourful
character who will touch the lives of even those who
claim never to have heard of ‘the blues’. Drama.
Holland

Color Matching
Peter Wittwer 10 minutes 12A
On a rooftop in Brooklyn, a man is disturbed by his
clumsy neighbor while trying to paint. Comedy.
Holland

Calling E.T.
Prosper De Roos 65 minutes U
Documentary on the search for our galactic
neighbours. How will we earthlings present ourselves if
we make contact? Will we manage to speak as one
earth? Documentary. Holland

8pm 

Bingo
Timur Ismailov 27 minutes12A
BINGO is a young gypsy from Moldova who tries his
luck in Holland. Drama. Holland

The Care factory
Kim Brand 16 minutes 12A
A home for the elderly has changed into a factory.
Documentary. Holland

Cocky Love
Hanro Smitsman 10 minutes U
An old farmer prepares his favourite rooster for a
contest. His wife tries to capture his attention too. It is
time to make a choice. Drama. Holland

Diorama
Elly Bounan 3 minutes 12
A girl enlivens her diorama by introducing a fly. Her
rich fantasy brings forth a miraculous world.
Animation. Holland

Drop Dead!
Arne Toonen 10 minutes 12A
What begins as an exciting adventure takes a
nightmarish turn. Drama. Holland

Fences
Jose Vonk 6 minutes U
Optical illusions exploring graphic fence and wheel
structures. Art. Holland

WED 15th – SAT 18th SEPT

15 September 2010, 7–11pm

Nou men
Junsunn Lo & Mark Slyver (martinique)
French/Creole with English subtitles 5mins
The life of Norbert, a special character simply
because he’s different from those around him,
whose group he wishes to intergrate. Film

Share and share Alike
Melissa Gomez (Antigua/USA) 37mins
Explores the relationship between three Antiguan
brothers and the unique way in which they
continue to fight for a brother diagnosed with
paranoid schizophrenia. Documentary

Un Juego de Ninos
Jacques Toutlemonde (Colombia)
Spanish with French subtitles 30mins
A gripping urban tale about 3 young boys. 2 from
the Bogotan middle class and their chance meeting
with another from the streets. Film

The Mid-Night Affair
Ryan Khan (Trinidad & Tobago) 27mins

Rude Bwoy Cake Series 4 episodes 
UNCC Prod collective (Martinique) French/creole
with English subtitles 4x3mins. A funny spin on the
woes of adolescent life in the French West Indies.

Trou D’air
karine Gama (Guadeloupe) French 7mins
Soah is a former flight attendant suffering from
compulsive obsessive behavior. During one of her
depressions, a thief intrudes into her world. Film

Coolie Pink and Green
Patricia Mohammed (Trinidad & Tobago) 25mins
A new way of seeing Caribbean Indian culture,
through the story of a young Hindu girl who is
learning the beauty of her culture, even as an
elder in her community attempts to hold her in a
traditional mould. Experimental film

The Story of Lovers Rock
15mins. Documentary

Apocalypse
Olivier Ozier la Fontaine (Martinique) French with
English subtitles 20 mins. Apocalypse is a short
documentary film about the ravages caused by
drugs in Martinique. Film

Quiet Desperation
Rene Pollonais (Trinidad & Tobago) English 23mins.
Film

Pulling Bull 
Jimmel Daniel (Trinidad & Tobago) 6mins
A short tale, about the dangers of using unlicenced
taxies in Trinidad. Film

Nom Tew (man of the Soil)
Pierre Deschamps (Dominica) English/Creole 7mins 
Portrait of a man called Jerry Maka West - a
simple man, a Nom Tèw, creole for a man of the
soil. 

Compromise
Nicholai La Barrie (Trinidad & Tobago) 7mins
Two people from two worlds; two motives and two
goals. Conflict. Resistance. Will. Film

Tears For Kisses 2mins
The claustrophobia of longing, the beauty of desire,
the joy of the unattainable. 

16 September 2010, 7–11pm

The Power of the Vagina pt2
the Penis
Jimmel Daniel (Trinidad & Tobago) 23mins
The Power of the Vagina pt 2 asks pertinent social
and political questions that are relevant both within
and outside the Caribbean. Documentary

The Power of the Vagina pt1
Jimmel Daniel (Trinidad & Tobago) 23mins
This is an extremely funny and serious work
relevant to men and women. Documentary

Country man 
Don Letts (Jamaica) 64mins
Master Class with Producers from Chris
Blackwells’ Palm Pictures and Don Letts ledgenary
Jamaicam director. Film

18th September 2010,
9am–11am

Animated Films 
from Wendel Mc Shine and Ansar Sattar and the
Animae Caribe Crew.

Caribbean Film Corner’s family day 

DON’T MISS

CARIBBEAN 
FILM CORNER
THE TABERNACLE 

IN ASSOCIATION WITH KALINAGO ENTERTAINMENT & NEIGEME PRODUCTIONS
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Jocco’s Film
Daan Bakker 25 minutes
12Jacco’s world is a happy place. Even when it’s not.
Drama. Holland

The Labyrinth Runner
Robbie Cornelissen 11 minutes U
A young runner’s metabolism is translated into an
erratic trip that makes its way through drawings of
departure halls, stations, storage rooms, corridors and
baths. Animation. Holland

Missing
Jochem de Vries 11 minutes 12
Mother and 7-year old daughter are dealing with the
little problems of every day life. Drama. Holland

The Oarsmen
Leendert Pot 10 minutes U
Magic of rowing is made tangible by rhythmic shots of
8 elderly rowers. Documentary. Holland

Plank
Billy Pols 16 minutes 12
Fifteen year-old Dutch-Moroccan Nassim Guammaz
puts everything at state to be the best skateboarder.
Documentary. Holland

Pivot
Andre Bergs 5 minutes 12
When a man is witness to a murder and takes pictures
of the killer, he has to run for his life. Animation.
Holland

Red End And The Seemingly
Symbiotic Society
Robin Noorda & Bethany de Forest 15 mins 12
Ant Red-end differs from the rest and tries an
experiment. Animation. Holland

Sharing A Beautiful Sunset
Jasper Elings 2 minutes U
Video composed with shared sunset photographs found
with “Google Image Search”. Art. Holland

Sunset From A Roof Top
Marinus Groothaf 10 minutes 12A
While Belgrade is being hit by NATO-bombings, Ivana
is preparing herself for a night out and tell her
boyfriend the news of her pregnancy. Drama. Holland

Variety
Roelof van den Bergh 5 minutes 12
Try to keep your plates up in the air! Animation.
Holland

PLUS:
AFRICA  
INN ON THE GREEN

6–11pm 

Fire Burn Babylon
Sarita Siegel 53 minutes 15
A crew of Rastafarians are evacuated to London after
a volcanic eruption in Montserrat. They reinvent
themselves as “rude-boy” rappers and small time
hustlers... Documentary. London

Mas Man (Peter Minshall) 
Dalton Narine 55 minutes 12
Mingling traditional carnival elements with novel
ideas, Peter Minshall goes chic to chic with upper crust
art. Art. USA

Supersonic Sound: The Rebel
Dread Raphael Erichsen & Ed Dallal 48 mins 12A
“One man, one city, one love ... one sound: How Bass
Conquered Britain - The Don Letts Story.” Music
Documentaries. London

9pm 

AFRICA IN MOTION
Africa in Motion (AiM) is an annual African film
festival based at Filmhouse Cinema in Edinburgh,
Scotland. This year, the festival takes place from 21
October to 5 November. AiM is the biggest African film
festival in the UK and screen dozens of films from all
over the continent, including shorts, documentaries
and features. For more information on the festival,
please visit our website: www.africa-in-motion.org.uk

The Young Lady and the
Teacher
Mohamed Nadif, Morocco. Fiction 16mins
This is the beautifully shot and sensitively acted story
of a meeting between a teacher Hakim and a young
woman in the settlement he moves to. 

3SAI A Rite of Passage
Paul Emmanuel, SA. Experimental 14mins
In this silent and visually stunning documentary, the
viewer is challenged to empathise with fresh recruits
at the 3SAI military base while their obligatory hair
shave changes them irrevocably. 

Hidden Places (Fithla)
Jamie Beron, SA. Fiction 12mins
This story follows three childhood friends who, as
adults, are still haunted by the accidental killing of a
shop owner’s son.  

A History of Independence
Daouda Coulibaly, Mali. Docu-Fiction 21mins
In the early 1960s, Nama and Siré got married. Nama
decides to settle in a cave to lead a secluded life and
to devote himself to God. His new wife, Siré follows
him, and vows to devote herself to looking after
Nama.

Plus live music from Emotan
Singer, song writer Emotan, music is influenced by
everything in life. She does not keep her music in a
box and does not categorize her music because it
permits her the freedom of creativity and versatility. 
Read more: www.myspace.com/emotan4ever

Fri 17 Sept
ANIMATION 
POP UP CINEMA

6:30–8pm 

Afro Goblin And Chums The
Movie Thomas Crook 7 minutes 12A
A scret agent spoof starring a seven foot tall Austrian
action-hero bull and a skinny, self assured snappily
dressed English goblin playboy. It’s “dangermouse” for
the 21st century. Animation. Britain

Hand Of God
Rune Eriksson & Erik Eriksson 2 minutes U
Forget about the seven days of creation this is gods
proudest moment ever. Animation. Norway

Stand Up Comedy On Mars
Rune Eriksson & Erik Eriksson 1 minute    12A
We don’t know much about life on mars, but one thing
is for sure, the stand up comedy scene is not
impressive. Animation. Norway

Cheesemen The Movie
Thomas Crook 3 minutes 12A
A high octane thriller starring cheese! Cheese has
never been this exciting before! Animation. Britain

Trah Shorts Episode 3: The
Saga Continues Dave Zani 9 mins     12
The evil Kaiser Klink van Rumplelurk and his
Rumplelurk Empire has taken control of the all the
shipping lanes and cut off the ability for cities to
support themselves... Animation. USA

The Marriage Of The Thames
And The Rhine Epoch Beech 5 mins   U
A hand drawn animation depicting the historical and
geographical relationship between the Thames and the
Rhine rivers through the eyes of a seal and a flying
horse. Animation. London

Diorama
Elly Bounan 3 minutes 12
A girl enlivens her diorama by introducing a fly.
Animation. Holland

The Labyrinth Runner
Robbie Cornelissen 11 minutes    U
A young runner’s metabolism is translated into an
erratic trip that makes its way through drawings of
departure halls, stations, storage rooms, corridors and
baths. Animation. Holland

Pivot
Andre Bergs 5 minutes 12
A man is witness to a murder and takes pictures of the
killer, he has to run for his life. Animation. Holland

Red End And The Seemingly
Symbiotic Society
Robin Noorda & Bethany de Forest 15 mins 12
Ant Red-end differs from the rest and tries an
experiment... Animation. Holland

Variety
Roelof van den Bergh 5 minutes 12
Try to keep your plates in the air! Animation. Holland

A Final Thought
John Wheeler 15 minutes 12A
Experimental animation piece, in which a hospitalized
woman escapes from her confined bed and into her
subconscious where dreams, beliefs and reality meet.
Animation. Britain

8pm Artist Eye: Thoroughly
Modern Millie selected by
Andrew Logan

See boxed section.

PLUS:
DRAMA 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS

6–11pm 

Home Movie
David Cave 10 minutes 15
Whilst making a home movie of their holiday exploits,
a young couple find themselves lost. Drama. Britain

Fox
Jonathan Honnor 11 minutes 15
About love, betrayal and the lengths we have to go to
save ourselves. It is a hard-hitting tale of sexual
exploitation with a sting in the tale. Drama. Britain

No Honour No Choice
Garry Moore 15 minutes 12A
Rajinder enters her house to announce to her parents
she is gay only to find they are arranging a marriage
for her. Drama. Britain 

Pop Switch
Jason R. Goode 19 minutes 15
After years of failing to get his bady-crazed wife
pregnant, Frank is suddenly forced to decide if he’s
committed to becoming a ‘Pop’ or not. Drama. Canada  

Illegal Taxi (Svarttaxi)
Adi & Mark Omanovic 30 minutes 15
Marko is a caring family father trying to earn his
living by driving illegal taxi during late nights.
Business is good until a policeman in civilian clothes
takes a seat. Drama. Sweden

The Summer House 
Daisy Gili 14 minutes 12A
A young girl flees to France to forget her boyfriend,
first his letters pursue her, then he himself follows her
there. During a party to celebrate the moon landing
she takes her own small step... Drama. London

Borders (Hranice)
Gyorgy Kristof 5 minutes 12A
Marternal sacrifice in a difficult situation set in raw but
metapriorical environment. Drama. Czech Republic

Echos
Rob Brown 12 minutes 15
A female sex trafficker faces an unexpected moral
dilemma. Starring BAFTA nominated actress Joanne
Froggatt. Drama. Britain

Bus Baby
Jason Wingard & Gino Evans 2 minutes 12A
Teenage pregnancy didvice from a snide baby. Drama.
Britain
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FRI 17th SEPT
POP UP CINEMA

8pm 

Fabulous; Funny; Educational; Philosophical;
Sad; Beautiful; Joyous; Hooray; What more do
you want from a film?

Andrew Logan belongs to a unique school of
English eccentrics. One of Britain's principal
sculptural artists, he challenges convention,
mixes media and plays with our artistic values.
Since its beginnings, Logan's work has
depended on the inventive use of whatever was
to hand. With flair and fantasy he transformed
real objects into their new and different
versions. His artistic world includes fauna, flora,
planets and gods. His love of travel provides
the bases for several series of work.

Thoroughly 
Modern Millie
selected and
introduced by
Andrew Logan

ARTIST’S      EYE

PG
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8pm 

18 Frames/Sec
Tobias Gireber 105 minutes 12
A crew of 8 young film-makers went with a budget of
only 7009-Euros on a journey without knowing where
and when it will end - just like the characters in our
movie. There was no script. Feature. Germany  

Pre-Paradise
Jorge Torres-Torres 75 minutes 18
When independent filmmaker Jorge Torres latest film,
Pussy Island falls apart, he then sets out to purify his
filmmaking with his very own manifesto only to
realize that to make the cheapest film you have to
turn the camera around to yourself and become the
film itself. Drama. USA 

Sat 18 Sept
HAMBURG FILMS 
POP UP CINEMA

6:30–10pm 

Unerhort
Two and a half hours of films from Hamburg.
Animation, good music vids, and art films, subtitled
films will be good.

See boxed section.

PLUS:
COMEDY &
DRAMA 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS

1–11pm 

The Empty Chair   
(Den Tomme Stolen) 6 minutes U
Today is Lars’ birthday, and he’s eager to celebrate it.
However, given that nobody notices him this proves to
be quite difficult. Comedy. Norway

Noche Transfigurada
Alexia Muinos 95 minutes 15
Helena wonders around after finding her boyfriend
with a strange woman. She reviews her life while tries
to chase the woman in a funny summer night.
Comedy. Spain

Last Markdown (Derniere Demarque)
Matthieu Rumani & Nicolas Slomka 14 mins 12
George, a man whose lack of imagination only equals
his lack of ambition, is arguing with his wife. Comedy.
France

3pm 

Jurgen Rothburg’s The
Uncatchable Killer
James Bartle & Elliott Rothon 15 minutes 15
When British police release evidence in the ongoing
Brandon Bidet murders case, filmmaker Jurgen
Rothburg takes the helm in this shocking first-look
documentary at the uncatchable killer. Comedy. Britain

The Opera Singer
Nadaav Soudry 2 minutes U
An opera diva gives the performance of her life in this
comic satire on the commercialisation of the art. But
can it sell? Comedy. London

Where’s Alan?
Audrey Aquilina 15 minutes 15
Three work mates invent a series of unlikely stories to
explain the whereabouts of a missing colleague, but
the truth is more bizarre... Comedy. London

Taylors Trophy
Jason McDonald 21 minutes 15
A work-shy boy attempts to solve the mystery of his
local pub’s burglary and claim a reward that will settle
his debt with a threatening criminal. Comedy. London

SuperBob
Jon Drever 3 minutes U
Bob Kenner is a super hero, this is the first time he
has granted an interview. Comedy. London

Clint
Philipp Scholz 4 minutes 12A
This movie shows a hero who unfortunately can’t stop
smoking. There’s no happy ending. Comedy. Germany

Miss Measly (Sokjobeun Yeohaksang)
Satbyul Park 15 minutes   U
A moment of crossing desires! Comedy. South Korea

The Symmetry Of Love
Aitor Gaizka 78 minutes   15
Six Londoners interact in a carousel of friendship, love
and sex in all possible ways. Comedy. Spain

The Morning After
Alex Sufit  4 minutes 15
A young woman wakes up, hung-over and bleary
eyed and tries to piece together the night before.
Comedy. London

The Return Of The Axe
Alexander Thomas 1 minute U
A mean looking mob are on a mission with an axe.
Comedy. London

The Visit
Dailey/Levio 90 minutes 18
An American girl visits her porn-freak cousin in Paris.
Comedy. France

El Vendedor Del Ano
Cote Soler 11 minutes 12
Behind the most ruthless of multinationals only one
thing. Man. Comedy. Spain

La Rubia De Pinos Puente
Vicente Villanueva 19 minutes    12A
“I was born in Pinos Puente, but I was brought here as
child”. Comedy. Spain

Androides 16 minutes 12A
Comedy. Spain

8pm 

Leave Him
Sebastian Aguirre 12 minutes 15
Late at night a couple confront their future together.
Will they finally be honest about a supernatural
chapter from their past?”Leave Him”, the debut
production from Inner Rush Films. Drama. London

Solitude Is Disease
Marko Podstavek 5 minutes U
Bob has just arrived into a new country. He feels
lonely, thus he finds his life hard. Drama. Slovakia

An Ant
Kimno Alakunnas 24 minutes 12A
Short contemporary dance film which tells the story of
a workaholic man whose sense of reality begins to
fail. Dance. Finland

English
Tarun Thind 17 minutes 12A
The story follows friends, English and Jehst, whose
intense encounters with several disgruntled characters,
set up the perfect opportunity for the pair to give the
loudest speech of their lives. Drama. Britain

Rome By Night
Nadine Poulain 5 minutes 12
Accompanied by an evocative piano suite, a strangely
familiar landscape that resembles the universe
unfolds. Art. Germany

A Dove Stained Red
Henry Oldfield 5 minutes 15
David Fairwell has everything. But when he moves to
London, temptation proves too much and a double life
begins, which will end with David breaking the
greatest commandment of all. Drama. Britain

Shelf Life
Joao Seica 10 minutes 12
A group of supermarket workers is surprised by the
arrival of a new girl. Drama. Britain

An Affair With Dolls
Hans Montelius 11 minutes 15
A woman plays out her relationship with her boyfriend
with dolls. Drama. Germany 

It’s Not A Game
Simon Melbourne 10 minutes 12A
A game of cops and robbers ends in tragic 
consequences. Crime. Britain

Transparente
Sammy Fransquet 13 minutes 12
A doctor gets ready to go home when a woman
arrives. Eve doesn’t see one self anymore. In the
street, people bump into her and even a photobooth
has printed white paper instead of her face... Drama.
Belgium

A Matter Of Life And Death
Mehmet Basak 10 minutes 12
Serka is in a extraordinary hurry, clocks out.
Meabwhile people are waiting for the funeral
ceremony of a woman. While Serka aims to reach his
destination, he recieves awful news. Drama. Turkey

Cellar
Steve Staso 90 minutes 15
The story/stories of 3 immigrants 1 native born. Hells
Kitchen - struggling to build a community amongst
broken asphalt and shimmering empty glass towers.
Drama. USA

Sun 19 Sept
PROGRAMMER’S
SELECTION 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS

1–6pm 

Dancer Your Way
Laith Sami  30 minutes 12
Ten dancers from across Europe come together for a
dance course in London. Mock-Documentary. London

London Fields
Steffon Boje  14 minutes 12A
A day in London Fields - a journey through an
afternoon of observations that determines the world
we creak around us. Art. London

Interlude
Ruaridh Webster  7 minutes 12
One morning Sophie and Jean go about their daily
lives. Something unusual happens that will link their
fate forever. Drama. London

Birdsong
Oleg Jankovic  9 minutes 12
In rural Latvia, a son visits his heavy drinking,
belligerent father. Comedy. London

Behind The Curtain (Hnter dem Vorhang)
Hendnle Maximillian Schmitt 26 minutes 15
Marion tries to hide her disease in her flat. Drama.
Germany

SAT 18th SEPT – POP UP CINEMA

6:30–10pm 

UNERHÖRT! 2009 AWARD FOR BEST MUSIC FILM:

Westcoast Theory 
Maxime Giffard, Felix Tissier / F, USA 2009 / 66
mins (OV). Music Documentary, Global HipHop
How is the typical West Coast sound in HipHop
achieved? The young filmmakers from France
insert adorable and affectionate animated clips.
Among others Snoop Doggy Dog, DJ Muggs, DJ
Babu, Battlecat and Rick Rock are interviewed but
also the IT-engineer, who made sampling possible. 

UNERHÖRT! 2009 NEW TALENTS AWARD:

Dirty Princess – mit
brennenden Höschen gegen
das Parfüm des Kapitals (Dirty
Princess – with burning knickers against the
capitalistic perfume)
Director: Thomas Lauterbach / D 2008 / 70 mins
(OV with English subtitles). Music Documentary,
Electropunk 
“Dirty Princess” is an electro-punk trio from Madrid
with two sexy front ladies and a way of life
performed on stage that definitely is x-rated
including sex bizarreness and anti-clerical gestures. 

Das letzte Biest am Himmel –
Blixa Bargeld (The last Beast in the Sky –
Blixa Bargeld)
Director: Birgit Herdlitschke / D 2008 / 52 mins
(OV with English subtitles). Music documentary.
Front man of the legendary Berlin band
“Einstürzende Neubauten” and one of the most
enigmatic figures of German post-punk, gets close
to his personality without ever being voyeuristic. 

PLUS: Q&A with Birgit Herdlitschke

UNERHÖRT! is one of the few film festivals
worldwide dedicated to music films. Since 2006 this
is the mission of a group of music nerds from
Hamburg and Berlin, who are also experts for

music films outside the mainstream, across genres,
formats and countries of origin. The non-profit
UNERHÖRT! Music Film Festival is an institution
amongst music and film fanatics in Germany and
globally. Its mission is to show great music films at
the cinema, films which otherwise disappear too
quickly from view. The next UNERHÖRT! Music Film
Festival will be held in Hamburg, December 2-5,
2010. www.unerhoert-filmfest.de 

Talks by

Birgit Herdlitschke – a renowned
director for TV, mainly ARTE, focussing on music,
art, subcultures. 

Christine Enterlein – Falling in love
with UNERHÖRT! after watching the Blondie doc
“One Way or Another” at the 2nd edition of the
festival in 2008, Christine joined the festival team
shortly afterwards. 

Ralf Schulze is the festival director of
UNERHÖRT! Hamburg and Berlin. In his normal
life, he is a music publisher and music supervisor
for film and TV.

DON’T MISS

Unerhort Hamburg Rock 
Film Festival Showcase 18
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London Is Not The North Pole
Achim Wendel 20 minutes 12A
Since an accident in his childhood, 15-years-old Peter
is mentally disabled. Drama. Germany

3pm 

The Persian Prince And The
Magical Unicorn
Magnus Aronson-Aminoff  29 minutes 12
Cecilia meets a Persian prince in Stockholm, and starts
telling a never-ending story, to keep him under her
magic spell. Drama. London

The Joker
Jonathon Crewe  7 minutes 12A
A tall tale of house mates from hell in a purgatory of
bad pub jokes. Comedy. London

The Hypnotist
Jonathon Crewe  8 minutes 12A
An evil hypnotist uses his powers to seduce the woman
of his dreams, but true love wreaks a terrible revenge.
Drama. London

Phil’s Room
Jesus Mateos  16 minutes 12
The childlike and introverted Phil has finally decided
to escape, leaving his fears behind him and start a
new life. Drama. London

Broken Wing 2010
Fabienne Khial & Seeta Muller  1 minute
Broken Wing is a French phase that means, does not
fit. basic animation of cut out paper figure that
expresses this thought. Art. London

Breathe
Liam Garvo  9 minutes 12A
Mankind ceases to exist. Yjeir only hope of resur-
rection lays in the hands of technology prepro-
grammed to jump start life. sci-fi Drama. London

The Great Winter Of London
Heri Mkocha  2 minutes U
We had one of the worst winters in generations
completely stopping our transport system. I don’t
think mobile clips do justice to it. So I tried! 
Art. London

Rani Of the Ring
Anita Sandhu  19 minutes 12
Kanaka punched her way out of poverty by becoming
the first female boxer in the Indian state of Andhra
Pradesh. This documentary follows Ranaka as she
encourages other women to step into the boxing ring.
Documentary. London

Seminar
Awat Osman Ali  5 minutes 15
The story of scholar who works with women’s rights
and preparing for a seminar. He becomes suspicious
that his wife might be cheating on him and this
changes his views. Drama. London

I Want To See In Colour
Awat Osman Ali  6 minutes U
Fatima is a young Muslim girl who is forced to wear
the niqab (vail). Her beauty hides under the black
vail, she sees the world through the filter in dark
colour. Fatima decides to change her life by removing
the vail to see life in colour. Drama. London

Battlefield (Campo de Batalla)
Amancay Tapia  78 minutes 12A
Due to a social revolt in the streets of Lu Paz (Bolivia),
five women are forced to spend a few days together
trapped inside a beauty salon. Drama. London

PLUS:
BEST FILMS -
AWARDS 
POP UP CINEMA

7–10pm 

Portobello Film Festival 2010
AWARDS CEREMONY
19 September, 7pm–10pm
POP UP CINEMA 
The Grand Climax of Portobello Film Festival
2010. Golden Trellicks designed by Zeus
and other prizes will be awarded to the
Festival team’s favourite films and then
screened. Big party. Everyone welcome but
get here early for a good seat.

OPEN
TO ALL 
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VAGUE 61
Holland House Arts Salon
At the Holland House arts salon of the
early 19th century liberal hospitality
was shown to politicians, poets, popular
novelists and painters. On Napoleon’s
banishment after Waterloo, amongst the
busts of Whig worthies in Holland Park
appeared the Napoleon of Notting Hill
by Canova. Lord Holland is in the
painting at Kensington Palace when
Victoria became queen in 1837. His son,
the fourth and final Baron Holland,
Henry Edward Fox was a patron of the
local Pre-Raphaelite painter GF Watts. 

Applicants for Admission to
a Casual Ward Luke Fildes’
painting of Victorian slum poverty
depicting a dole queue outside a police
station, where claimants had to register
to get tickets to the workhouse, was
sketched in 1869 ‘somewhere near the
Portland road.’ Luke Fildes lived on
Melbury Road in Holland Park. When
Charles Dickens saw ‘Applicants’, he
immediately commissioned Fildes to
illustrate The Mystery of Edwin Drood.
Dickens’ other illustrators, ‘Phiz’ Hablot
K Browne and George Cruikshank, both
have North Kensington memorials. 

Lord Leighton Leighton House on
Holland Park Road off Kensington High
Street, with its renowned Arab Hall, is a
monument to the Victorian artist Lord
Leighton who specialised in Oriental

exotica. The house
was the centre of
the ‘Holland Park
Circle’ art scene on
Holland Park Road
and Melbury Road,
including Luke
Fildes, William

Holman Hunt, Phil May, Marcus Stone,
Harno Thornycroft and GF Watts. The
Arab Hall has been described as ‘the
most sensuous room in London’. 

Pre-Raphaelites The writer Violet
Hunt was born into the Campden Hill
Pre-Raphaelite scene. Her archetypal
arty Notting Hill society has been
described as ‘having a certain Bohemian
flavour, it nevertheless dressed for
dinner.’ Ford Madox Ford, the half-
German grandson of the Chelsea Pre-
Raphaelite painter Ford Madox Brown,
thought of Campden Hill as ‘a high class
Greenwich Village in which all the artists
should be wealthy, refined, delicate and
well-born.’ Shortly after his arrival on
the hill, Ford renewed his Pre-
Raphaelite link with Violet Hunt as she
was moving into South Lodge, 80
Campden Hill Road. 

Wyndham Lewis/Vorticism
Violet Hunt and Ford’s South Lodge on
Campden Hill became the HQ of
Wyndham Lewis and Ezra Pound’s
Vorticist art revolution prelude to World
War 1; featuring Blast, Lewis’s Review
of the Great British Vortex, clashes with
the Italian Futurists and proto-punk
rock Vorticist clothes designed by Violet
Hunt. In the 30s Lewis contributed to
the fascist paper the British Union
Quarterly. At this most dubious stage in
his career, he moved to 29a Kensington
Gardens Studios at Notting Hill Gate

where, after undergoing various
operations, he got out of his art fascist
groove and attempted to make amends. 

Dada/Surrealism Max
Ernst/Kurt Schwitters The
Dadaist/Surrealists Max Ernst and Kurt
Schwitters stayed up the hill whilst in
exile from the Nazis. The first victim of
the local serial killer John Christie of 10
Rillington Place, Ruth Fuerst, was the
daughter of the Viennese painter
Ludwig Fuerst.

Caribbean Artists Movement
In the mid 50s the Lonely Londoners
author Sam Selvon moved into a
Colville basement, where he was joined
by the rest of the Caribbean Artists
Movement. Rachman’s main Polish
protégé rent collector was Serge
Paplinski, a former partisan-turned-St
Martin’s art student. Ken Sprague’s
etching of the 1959 murder of Kelso
Cochrane features a Nazi stormtrooper
urging on the Teddy boy assailant on
Southam Street. 

Lucian Freud Lucian Freud dates
back to the old Notting Hill art drinking
scene that revolved around the Windsor
Castle pub on Campden Hill Road, also
featuring Dylan Thomas, and the proto-

Gilbert and George Robert Colquhoun
and Robert MacBryde. Freud’s ‘Large
Interior W11’ painting from 1979,
which sold for £3.5 million in 1998, is
described as the ‘masterpiece of
Britain’s greatest living artist’ ‘The
Hermit of Holland Park’ has since
become renowned for his portraits of
Leigh Bowery, Sue Tilly the ‘Benefits
Supervisor Resting’, and Kate Moss who
famously posed for him up the hill in
2002. 

Bridget Riley The Op-artist Bridget
Riley lives off Holland Park Avenue. A
contemporary of Peter Blake and Frank
Auerbach, she came up with her own Op
Art movement in the early 60s,
consisting of disorientating black and
white geometric designs. Op art was
closely linked to psychedelic happening
ideas of opening the doors of
perception. Bridget Riley became disillu-
sioned with Op when it became
commercialised and got into colour
stripe painting in 1967. Of her later
colour material, ‘Shadow Play’ from
1990 is most renowned. 

David Hockney Powis Terrace/
Hedgegate Court, the most notorious
Rachman street, became further
renowned in the 60s for David
Hockney’s studio and the psychedelic
London Free School. The Hockney docu-
drama film A Bigger Splash by Jack
Hazan and David Mingay is partly set in
the studio-flat at the north end of the
street, with diversions to the fashion
designer Celia Birtwell’s on Arundel
Gardens. In 1971 he painted the
famous ‘Mr and Mrs Clark and Percy’,
Ossie Clark and Celia Birtwell and their

cat in Notting Hill. In the 80s he painted
Celia Birtwell again for Vogue – her
shop is now at 71 Westbourne Park Rd. 

GustavMetzger/
Fluxus/Yoko Ono The Free
School adventure playground on Acklam
Road was inaugurated with a Gustav
Metzger auto-destructive art
performance. This consisted of the local
kids burning a pile of rubbish. Gustav
Metzger was and still is part of the
Fluxus avant-garde art movement,
which also includes Yoko Ono and
influenced Jimi Hendrix and the Who. 

The Boyle Family Mark Boyle
and Joan Hills did psychedelic shows at
the UFO club and on tour with Soft
Machine and Jimi Hendrix. The Boyle
Family specialised in artwork made
from rubbish found at randomly
selected sites around Notting Hill. In
‘The Street’ happening of 1964 they
took their audience down Pottery Lane
into Notting Dale, to a door marked
‘theatre’. Once inside the participants
found themselves facing a curtain which
was drawn back to reveal the Crown
pub corner, and whatever happened in
the street was the performance art. 

Hapshash And The Coloured
Coat The psychedelic Princedale Road
hosted Oz magazine and Hapshash and
the Coloured Coat. The Oz designer
Martin Sharp came up with the sleeve
of Cream’s ‘Disraeli Gears’, Dylan,
Donovan, Legalise Pot and Vincent van
Gogh posters. Hapshash and the
Coloured Coat was the psychedelic
design team of Michael English and
Nigel Weymouth, responsible for Pink
Floyd, Hendrix, Who and UFO club
posters. The London Free School
member Nigel Weymouth also co-
founded the King’s Road shop Granny
Takes A Trip. 

King Mob The most enduring
legacy of the 1968 student revolution in
Notting Hill was the graffiti. The writing
on the walls, largely attributed to the
Situationist King Mob group, included
Romantic poetry by William Blake,
Coleridge and Shelley. Blake’s ‘The
tigers of wrath are wiser than the
horses of instruction’ on Basing Street
was tagged with ‘Rent revolt’ and ‘QPR
Loft End agro’. The leading British
Situationist Chris Gray, the editor of the
King Mob Echo paper who lived on
Cambridge Gardens, is credited with
originating the ‘unpleasant pop group’
punk rock idea. 

Richard Adams The office of the
last incarnation of the underground
paper Frendz was at 2 Blenheim
Crescent, above the Dog Shop (now
Minus Zero record shop). The Oz
designer Richard Adams moved up
Blenheim Crescent from Princedale
Road to carry on designing the last
issues of IT, Oz and Frendz with Barney
Bubbles. After the final episode of the

radical Friends/Frendz series came in
1974, in the wake of the Whole Earth
Catalogue, they produced the Index of
Possibilities journal featuring Michael
Moorcock sci-fantasy stories. 

Paul Simonon Paul Simonon
recalls West Indian rudeboys on
Golborne Road laughing at Joe
Strummer and Mick Jones as they
modelled his paint-splattered Jackson
Pollock look. Simonon went to Byam
Shaw art school on Campden Hill and

painted the original scrapyard Clash
backdrop. The group first promoted
themselves with a graffiti campaign
featuring ‘The Clash’ on a Westway
stanchion near Royal Oak. Some early
Clash posters were designed by
Sebastian Conran. 

Jamie Reid In the run-up to the
Queen’s silver jubilee in 1977, Virgin

promoted the Sex Pistols’ ‘God Save the
Queen’ single, in Jamie Reid’s safety-
pinned queen picture sleeve, from
Vernon Yard on Portobello. In the first
promo stunt for the record the Pistols
posed for photos under a ‘Long Live the
Queen’ banner outside the off-license at
120 Kensington Park Road and being
questioned by a policeman along
Westbourne Grove. Next door to the site
of the off-license is now an Agent
Provocateur shop founded by Joe Corre,
the son of the Pistols manager Malcolm
McLaren and Viv Westwood.

Futura2000/Hip-Hop
Graffiti Art The first hip-hop tag
graffiti in the area by Futura2000
appeared on Freston Road and under
the Westway around 1978. In 1981 the
Clash posed for the cover of Zigzag
magazine in front of the Apocalypse
Hotel squatted pub on Freston Road,
Mick Jones already with a hip-hop
ghettoblaster. For the rest of the 80s
Futura2000 graffiti marked the spot of
the punky hip-hop party. Futura
appeared on stage with the Clash doing
graffiti and rapped on ‘Overpowered by
Funk’ on ‘Combat Rock’

Damien Hirst Damien Hirst’s
Pharmacy Brit pop art restaurant
opened at 150 Notting Hill Gate in
1998, causing yet more local celebrity
press gossip featuring the usual suspects
including Kate Moss and Geri Halliwell
(who they refused to serve unless she
was without her pet dog). Damien Hirst
had previously featured in the Roughler

local mag of Ray Jones whose 
autobiography Drowning On Dry Land
has just been published to great critical
acclaim. In 2004 Hirst appeared on the
cover of the relaunched Roughler with a
spanner up his nose.

Jamie Hewlett/Gorillaz At the
end of Brit pop in the late 90s the Blur
frontman Damon Albarn formed
Gorillaz, his animated punky hip-hop
concept group with Jamie Hewlett in
North Kensington. The cartoon pop West
10 World incorporating Trellick Tower
and the Westway was created at
Buspace Studios on Conlan Street, and
Westbourne Studios by the Westway;
also home to Blur’s management. Jamie
Hewlett had previously drawn the Tank
Girl comic strip filmed in 1994. 

Banksy Banksy continued the
Westway graffiti tradition with his Che
Guevara stencils on the Portobello
Railway Bridge (succeeding ‘Nuclear
waste fades your genes’) and ‘Banksy’
on the Ladbroke Grove bridge. An early
‘laugh now but one day we’ll be in
charge’ Banksy monkey ordained the
wall by the Elgin along Ladbroke Grove.
Stencil graffiti had previously been a
feature of the 60s ‘Open the Squares’
campaign and the anarcho-punk
movement of the 80s. He also
maintains the Bristol-Ladbroke Grove

tradition of the Pop Group/Rip Rig &
Panic. At the 2004 Carnival Banksy £10
notes with Princess Diana’s head instead
of the queen were thrown into the
crowd. The following year his ‘Crude
Oils’ show at 100 Westbourne Grove
famously featured live rats running
about the gallery 

MuTATE Britain In the run up to
the 40th anniversary of the opening of
the Westway there has been a
resurgence in counter-culture activity
under the flyover. In 2009 Joe Rush
returned with the Mutoid Waste
Company and the MuTATE Britain: One
Foot in the Grove gallery of radical
techno art and graffiti, in the former
Acklam Road adventure playground
bays off Portobello Rd. 

The MuTATE line-up featured: Mode 2 of
the legendary Chrome Angels (who also
featured 3D Robert de Naja of Massive
Attack), Paul Insect, Shepherd Fairey of
Obama stencil fame, Banksy’s printer
Chu, Bagsy, BA5H, Brett Ewins, Nick
Reynolds, Snug, Inkie, Dr D, Alex
Wreckage from the Mutoids’ Time
Machine (which won Andrew Logan’s
2009 Alternative Miss World at the
Roundhouse), Giles Walker robots and
local pop psychogeography tiles on the
toilets. 

Breaking news: Portobello Film Festival
neighbour in ACAVA studios W10,
Angela De La Cruz has been shortlisted
for this year’s Turner prize.

portobellofilmfestival.comPortobello art history by Tom Vague
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Hide & Seek
Alejandro Lopee Casanovas  29 minutes  15
When the group therapy turns into a cockfight, it’s time to
play hide & seek. Drama. Spain

Protoparticles
Chema Garcia Ibarra  7 minutes 12
The experiment was almost a success: PROTOMATTER
EXISTS. Drama. Spain

A Box Of Buttons
Morta Reyes Artas  21 minutes U
Andres cannot possibly afford the presents his daughter
want for Christmas. This revelation launches them on a
voyage of emotional discovery.
Drama. Spain

Neggy Meets Sammy
Benjamin Carter  8 minutes 12
Once upon a time there was a house by the sea. A big
house. A big, strange house. A big, strange old house.
Once upon a time there was a big, strange old house by
the sea. Animation. Spain

Together
Gigi Romero  10 minutes 15
A loving father hides his violent tendencies by working
secretly as a professional thug. Drama. Spain

Night In The City
Juan Raigada Fernandez  13 minutes  12A
Victor’s last night in NYC. As he is faced with returning
home and taking on the responsibilities left over there, he
starts to feel his new found freedom is encroaching.
Drama. Spain

Let’s Change It
Awat Osman Ali  14 minutes 12A
Adam and Sarah, who are making a documentary about
local crime, one night Adam gets mugged by Khalid
Algprian and Salam Kurdish, the muggers get Adam’s
camera and script idea for his documentary then they
decide to make their own movie. Comedy. London

Smoke Gets In Your Eyes
Harald Schleicher  129 minutes
Today there is a certain stigma that surrounds smoking,
but that wasn’t always the case. For many years the silver
screen was practically paradise for smokers. Art. Germany

Trequarti (Three Quarters)
Roberto Longo 75 minutes 15
In an unrecognizable, inhuman Milan, the relationship by
Eva and Daniel, floats through a sea made of half-truths
and rigid routine, while a man came from afar affect the
balance. Drama. Italy

Waramutseho! 
Auguste Bernard Kouemo Yanghu, Cameroun. 
Fiction 21mins
Two Rwandan students live together in the suburbs of
Toulouse. As chaos erupts in their home country, Kabera
learns that members of his family took part in the
massacre of his friend’s. 

The Storm (Tempestade)
Orlando Mesquita, Mozambique. Fiction 24mins
In Mozambique a young fisherman Noé must confront his
father’s domestic abuse. 

Borderline
Sonia Chamkhi, Tunisia. Fiction 25mins
A love story set in an unlikely place. It tells about the
encounter and ensuing relationship of a man and woman
at the crossroads of a city that is inhospitable.

97  179 Hours Of Night
Tuhin Chowdhury 88 minutes 15
One night of terror, anxiety and unbearable tension.
Drama. Britain

158  Andes Duo Nick Fletcher 5 mins U
Music of the Andes visits York market. Doc. Britain

159  Flamingo’s Nick Fletcher 3 mins U
Flamingos at Flamingo-land. Documentary. Britain

163  Pickering War Weekend 2009
(Alternative view) Nick Fletcher 7 mins U
Pickering War weekend. Documentary. Britain

164 Pickering War Weekend 2009 
Nick Fletcher 9 minutes U
Annual Pickering War Weekend in 2009. Doc. Britain

165  Pickering War Weekend 2009
Nick Fletcher 9 minutes U
Annual Pickering War Weekend in 2009. Doc. Britain

166  Dickens The Malton Connection
Nick Fletcher 9 minutes U

Charles Dickens link with Malton, North Yorkshire. Doc.

167  Malton Motorshow 2009
Nick Fletcher 8 minutes U

471  Market Day (CCTV footage) 
Nick Fletcher 4 minutes U

48  The Voice Of the Abyss
Gabriel Santamarina  29 minutes 12
A vision to the abyss of the mind, throwing prophecies into
a space beyond devotion, atheism or magic. Doc. Mexico

70  The Big Day Gabor Sebo 11 mins 15
Three mentally ill friends who get together in one of
them’s apartment and get ready for their final, big day.
Drama. Hungary

136 Chain Man Nick Fletcher 10 mins U
Escape artist Rob Roy Collins brings his act to Yorkshire in
the spring of 2010. Documentary. Britain

181  All Hallow’een
Lydia Wheatley 19 mins 12
Jealousy, evil and its repercussions. Set in Hungary in
1934 on October the 30th. Drama. France

201  Lola Nick Fletcher 7 minutes U
Lola Lamour at the Pickering War Weekend 2009.
Documentary. Britain

213  Romans Malton 2010 
Nick Fletcher 5 minutes U
Malton was once a strong military fort. The town has its
Roman Festival on this historic site. Documentary. Britain

350  Take Your Pick Luke Burnette 9 mins  U
Society, its attraction to consumer culture and the effects it
can have on individuals. Drama. Britain

396  Market Day Nick Fletcher 3 mins U
Malton cattle market in the summer of 2010.
Documentary. Britain

397 Malton Food Lovers Festival
Nick Fletcher 8 minutes U
Features award winning Yorkshire chefs. Doc. Britain

403  The Dying Game
Barry Warburton & Shaun Stafford 15 minutes 12A
About the pub game of pushpenny which is played
exclusively in the town of Stamford; just 6 teams and 30
players survive. Documentary. Britain

406  Pickering 60’s Festival 2010
Nick Fletcher 7 minutes U
The market town of Pickering, step, back in time to the
swinging 60’s. Documentary. Britain

416  Our Work  The Absolute Key
To The Symphony
King Conny Wobble 43 minutes 12A
Step by step how to build a symphony style Hurdy Gurdy.
Documentary. London

434  Devlanza D’ Istanza In Stanza
Flavio Sciole 5 minutes 12
Deviation and delirium in a room. Art. Italy

436  Distanza In Stanza
Flavio Sciole 7 mins 12
Distance in a room. Art. Italy

438 Trinita Flavio Sciole 2 minutes U
A man, a woman, a children. Art. Italy

441  Kristagonia Flavio Sciole 8 mins 12A
Agony for Jesus. Art. Italy

442  D’Assenzio M’Assento
Flavio Sciole 4 mins 12A
Absinth and absence. Art. Italy

477  Broken Silence
Darren S. Cook 5 minutes 12
When Paul returns from Afghanistan he doesn’t want to
discuss what happened. Drama. Britain

481  A Tribute To Breda Lewis
Margaretta D’Arcy 18 minutes 12
A tribute to a traditional Irish musician. Doc. Ireland

492  Word’s Best Mum Camille Hedouin
2 mins. Fairy tale meets domestic horror. Drama. France

506  La Rubia De Pinos Puente
Vicente Villanueva 19 minutes 12A
“I was born in Pinos Puente, but I was brought here as
child”. Comedy. Spain

28  Blue Eyed Son
David Maybrick 13 mins 15
When the madness of war becomes too much for Billy, he

runs away to the only safe place he’s ever known, his ex.
Drama. Britain

39  A Fish Named Yolanda
Eugenio Tanfani 10 minutes 12
Yole, disappointed by everything that surrounds her, is
closed in herself. Comedy. Italy

49  Flashex Marcelo Paganini  8 mins 12
Musical experimental film celebrating the 25th
anniversary release of“Flashex! Art Doc. France

69  Shambles Nick Fletcher 6 mins U
A video portrait of the Shambles in York - one of the best
preserved medieval street in the world. Doc. Britain

80  Erosion Sang Lui & Jee Jake 7 mins 15
One night two friends are accosted by a stranger, a fight
breaks out and they believe they have killed him and flee
the scene. Drama. London

114  Spliced Brian Harley 19 mins 15
Black comedy depicting the demise of romance after
marriage. Comedy. Britain

122  Zapping-Alien@Mozart-Balls
Vitus Zeplichal  115 minutes 15
Sc-Fi Drama. Germany

198  Reflected Stuart Perkins 8 mins U
Amy is forced to confront the spirit of her dead brother by
her worried friends. Horror. London

233  Adieu mon general
Muriel Montini 57 minutes 15
Summer holidays in the South of France - the beach, the
open-air bolh, loves stories... Drama. France

244  The Bullying Of Louise Stokes
Nigel Moffatt 80 minutes 12A
Pregnant woman finds herself under scrutiny of her new
boss. Documentary. Britain

259  Special Juliet Fraser 7 mins 12
A breakdown en route to a business meeting highlights
the true meaning of ‘Special’ ...money, art or people.
Horror. Britain

552  The Record
Chris Manley & Duncan Proctor 25 minutes
When Helen Maguire goes missing Jagruti seems to be the
only person who has noticed. Drama. Britain

8 The Innocence Of War 2 mins 12A
Callum Thomson, Patrick Shelton, Anthony Richardson
WW2 two young soldiers become cut off from their
platoon in enemy occupied territory. Drama. Britain

10  Unbytractive Richard Fysh 9 mins 12
A man is dragged from his home and thrown into prison
without explonation... Drama. Britain

156  A Hard Act To Follow 
Rupert Ferguson 55 minutes U
Thirteen year retrospect on the passing of the most hated
government bill in counterculture history 1994-2007. With
archive footage of spinal tribe, and more. Doc. Britain

160  Eden Nick Fletcher  7 minutes 12
A portrait of Eden Camp in Malton, N.Yorkshire - former
P.O.W camp. Documentary. Britain

162  Pickering War Weekend -
Tribute Edition Nick Fletcher 7 mins U
(Tribute version.) Pickering war weekend - turn back the
clock. Documentary. Britain

306  Attack Of The Evil Muffins
Hannah Charles, Sushan Mansley & Minal Mistry
6 minutes U
Delia Smith meets Apocalypse now. Animation. Britain

369  Addiction Sam Dowson  4 mins 12A
A man fighting himself and his addiction. Can will power
surfice. Drama, London

5  Entwined Reeve Rixon 15 mins 15
Alone and tangled in an ancient washing line, Deirdre is
assailed by fragments of her past. Drama

15  The Final Curtain (DercretcteGang)
Floriau Schneider  20 minutes 15
A family celebrates its reunion at a local restaurant but
appearances are deceitful when superficial harmony is
being laid over open wounds. Drama. Germany

19 Nighty Night
Tsubasa Maruno 8 minutes 12A
Neurotic wife’s obsession leads to the disintegration of the
marriage. Waking up from a nightmare, she confesses she
knows the husband is an alien. Sc-Fi Drama. Japan

21  Launderette Bertie Telezynski 10 mins  15
Centered on late night inhabitants of a launderette - gives
an existential insight into the human condition.
Documentary. Britain

25  Shanghai Journeys
Claude Green 25 minutes U
In July 2009, twelve students from Belle Vue Girls School,
visited Shanghai - total eclipse was due to take place
during their stay. Documentary. Britain

30  Tornado Meets Scotsman
Nick Fletcher 4 minutes U
The New tornado A1 loco joins the Flying Scotsman in the
National Railway Museum. Documentary. Britain

31 Snow 2010 Nick Fletcher 7 mins U
A video about the snow that hit Yorkshire and the market
town of Malton in 2010. Documentary. Britain

36  The Empress Lyle Pisio 9 mins 12A
A wooden tale of unrequited love. Animation. Canada

43  200 Cam Nick Fletcher 6 mins U
A visit to flamingo land in North Yorkshire and some other
animals. Documentary. Britain

45  Helenka Karen Rose  12 mins 12
Darkly moving story of the physical and emotional
journeys of five women during WW2. Dance. Canada

54  Time Of Breadth Ali El-Darsa 9 mins  15
The subtleties of visual abstraction that heighten the idea
of distance and a need to overcome a painful past.
Documentary. Canada

86  Color Matching Peter Wittwer 10 mins  12A
On a rooftop in Brooklyn, a man is disturbed by his
clumsy neighbor’s admiration while trying to paint. 
Comedy. Holland

92  Love Inc
Alex Pattershall & Anthony Woodley  17 mins U
Cupid’s apprentice decides to sabotage his master’s plan
when the woman he loves is to be matched with another
man. Comedy. Britain

95  A Display Of Emotion
Stephane Dirschauer 7 minutes 12A
A short, sharpe story about a man led to make a slightly
deluded declaration of love. Drama. Canada

106  We Get Used To...
Marcio Delgado 7 minutes 12
All those small things, things we just get used to... but we
shouldn’t. Drama. London

111  Relapse fade dissolve
Shane James Bordas. London

113  Henry & Sunny Fergal Rock 15 mins  U
Unemployed clown falls in love with famous soap opera
actress. Can true love prevail? Drama. Ireland

115  Kern Grzegorz Krolikiewicz 55 mins 12
Life story of Andrzej Kern - an anticommunist activist, a
lawyer, and a politician from Poland. Doc. Poland

117  Bonfire Melissa Anastasi  20 mins 15
Simmering tensions spill over into violence that threatens
to destroy father and daughter. Drama. Australia

130  The Spooky Healing
Marcel Garbi  7 minutes 12A
A woman and a rag doll, darkness, a shroud of mystery...
a healing. Art. Britain

132  Donna Luciana Lennah Seelig 10 mins  U
As an man recounts a fantastical tale from his childhood
we share his reflections of growing old. Drama. Britain

138 Breaking And Entering
Korinna Mcrobert  3 minutes 15
Using film, performance and fine art techniques, this piece
tells the story of a girl who was abused and then
abandoned. Art. Cyprus

139  Reflections Of Papua New
Guinea David Fedele & Rebecca Kenyon 5 mins   U
Set in Papua New Guinea, this short film captures people’s
reactions as they see their reflection, perhaps for the very
first time. Documentary. London

144  Anatomy - King Furnance
Katharine Bird 3 minutes U
Anatomy is a stylish music video where bold black colour
punches the eye in a pop-art pastiche at a fiery pace for a
rock band King Furnance. Music Videos. Britain

157 Night Falls Nick Fletcher  7 mins U
A video about York at night time. Documentary. Britain
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169  Miriam’s Song Shabnam Piryaei 5 mins 15
Miriam lives in a tiny apartment with her mother, a heroin
addict. Drama. USA

174  Breaking The Invisible Clue
Martis Blauws 7 minutes U
The adventurer plays with his destiny. Or may be his
destiny plays with him? Drama. Russia

175  Dancer James Weber 21 mins U
In the aftermath of a tragic accident, Jack struggles with
the guilt of what he has done. Drama. Britain

176  Stairs (Merdiven)  Serdar Yilmaz 13 mins  U
A woman is leaving her house with her stairs. She paces
down the stairs in front ...walks away from the stairs
...there are some dead ends at home. Drama. Turkey

178  Faith Healer Adam Hirsch 23 mins U
Filmmakers struggle to piece together the life of an
alleged faith healer when he vanishes from their
documentary. Documentary. USA

183  Indispensable (Meri Ehmeeyat)
Pep Figueiredo 3 minutes U
A man lost into oblivion, rejected by his loved ones, friends
and family ultimately finds what he needs. Drama. India

190  Bititsch Peter Bizjak 13 mins 12A
A nazi is addicted to pizza. Comedy. Slovenia

191 Where’s Mary T. Hickson 6 mins 12A
Based on the 1960s Mary Bell murders. Drama. London

193  Nasty Splurty Brains
Tony Hickso 3 minutes 15
A psycho escapes death ensues. Horror. London

194  Watch Your back! Marc Seguin 7 mins  U
Three men are on pursuit of a young woman. On the open
sea, she has to watch her back. Drama. France

196 The Rat Lucinda Cary 10 mins 12A
Joe grabs breakfast and runs, late for work, on the way
out though he discovers a rat in the wheely bin, he tells his
pregnant wife Anna that she must kill it before he gets
home. Drama. London

197  Nixxy Stuart Perkins 7 minutes 12
After years of friendship Nixxy worries Sam will grow up
with no need for an imaginary friend. Comedy. London,

200  The Box Stuart Perkins 7 mins U
Two men find a box in the middle of the road. When they
look inside they see a world where their desires become
reality. Drama. London

202  Delog Lucinda Cary 16 minutes U
The Maddock children are used to coping when their
mother behaves strangely but this time she has left the
land of the living altogether. Drama. London

207  Where Is Elise?
Bruno Ferreira 10 minutes 15
Elise is 18, alone in London and missing. Her friend,
Renee, is determined to find her. Documentary. Britain

212  Still Life Charlotte Wolf 11 mins U
A lonely living statue is angry when two rivals move onto
her pitch.  Drama. London

217  The Honeytrap
Jason Ebelthite 12 minutes 12A
Two best friends decide to test the fidelity of their long
distance boyfriends. Comedy. London

218  Extintion II Quadrature Of The
Circles Fernando Uson 11 minutes 12
A couple dress up to attend a ceremony. Drama. Spain

219  Love In London
Mazin Mahdi-Sherabayani 15 minutes U
Nicole recalls three very different romantic events that
changed her life. Drama. London

222  Choose Life
Aneta Kaplanova  Popart House 2 minutes 12A
Anti knife crime advertisement. Drama. London

223  Blood & Roses Simon Aitken 78 mins 18
A couple head to a remote cottage, where the wife falls
under the spell of a mysterious vampire, who starts a
painful transformation in her. Horror. Britain

224  Shafted Ros Gihan Williams 18 mins 15
About two friends whose relationship and lifestyle of
partying is suddenly shattered by a life threatening illness
- Even hedonists can’t escape their own body clocks. Based
on real events.Drama. London

225  Burning Hank-Cake
Henry Coleman 3 minutes U
A 1920’s silent music video featuring a villainous villain, a
girl and a railway track. Music Videos. Britain

231  Alice Muriel Montini 16 minutes U
In front of an indifferent nature, the human drama is
happening. Art. France

234  Les Jeux D’enfants
Muriel Montini 5 minutes 15
Chidren are playing with water. A study in behaviour.
Art. France

237  Trust Me Marc Simms 23 mins 15
A paranoid drop-out pays someone to hit on his girlfriend
as a test of her faithfullness. Comedy. Britain

239  The Art-Qaeda’s Project
Wei-Ming Ho  7 minutes U
In a weird atmosphere, the images set out for exciting
adventure. Did the images represent the secret signals, a
mysterious journey or a silent protest? The project includes
E.S.I and morse code. Art. Taiwan

243  Crossing The Line Chris Cory 15 mins  15
When a Thief ends up in someone else’s war, he is left with
a decision, follow his instincts and run or jump in head first
and still get out alive. Crime Thriller. Britain

247  My Father’s Picture
Alan Amin 20 minutes 12
His dad is a soldier in Iraq. Jack must discover whether his
father is a hero or a villain. Drama. Britain

248  A Private From Heaven
Young-Sung Chung  18 minutes 12
An old couple lost their son that was killed in millitary
service by accident. Unexpectedly have a visit on the first
anniversary. Drama. South Korea

249  The Raconteur
Laurentiu Huianu 33 minutes 12
Galei Nicalescu shares some of his own stories and
experiences of living under the Communist regime in
Romania. Documentary. London

250  Every Second Is My First
Oliver Malin 14 minutes U
A visual and audio collage of memory and grief, explored
through two characters trapped by the city. London

251  The Other Side Of The Street
Kim Pettersson 2 minutes U
If you open your eyes, you may glimpse the truth on the
other side of the street. Drama, London

256  Afghanistan Deanna Crawford 3 mins 12
A poem about the war in Afganistan. Art. Britain

257  Ties That Bind
James Goodwin 26 minutes 15
A small-time criminal seeks revenge on the best friend that
betrayed him. But there’s a woman involved, and a crime
boss to elude, nothing is what it seems... Crime Thriller

258  Unpublished Brian Harley  10 mins  12A
Whilst working in a call centre, an aspiring erotic novelist
secretly attempts to write his book. Comedy. Britain

262  City Scape  Diana Taylor 4 mins 12
A short film about graffatti and Banksy. Art. Britain

264  Water Sculpture
Diana Taylor  3 minutes U
Juxaposition of summer with sculpture in houcoize lake
Bristol. Art. Britain

265  The Etruscan Laice 
Diana Taylor2 minutes U
A poem about youth and the lake. Art. Britain

266 Ice Dream Diana Taylor 5 mins U
Based on a 6 foot penguin made of ice used for a science
fair. Art. Britain

273  Drifts Ralph V Pritchard  19 mins 12A
Experimental film about friendship and dreams, set in the
Barbican. It is a surreal, atmospheric piece made by and
starring 15-year-olds. Art. London

275  Also Ran Yorgos Karavasilis 14 mins 12
A gambler who’s fighting a losing battle with his wife, a
loan shark and his own addiction in a dark drama set in
modern day London. Drama. Greece

277  Nihil Sine Morte (Nothing Without Death)
Ioan Antoci  25 minutes 12A
It’s the people’s hope who, someday, they will witness the
fulfillment of ancient desire: the end of death. Drama
Romania

281  For Ever In Life (Sasara Wasana Thuru)
Gamini  Abeysinghe  235 minutes U
The unconditional love between a London educated Sri-
Lanican rose and a rich boy brings emotional upheaval
and tragedy. Drama. Britain

282  Break In Ryan Claffey 45 mins 15
Jeremy is ushered into the criminal underworld by Samuel.
As the initiation, he must break into a strangers home.
Based in West London. Crime Thriller. Britain

284  The Caller Ben Mottershead 13 mins 15
Colin is a desperate man, but desperation falls to new
levels when even paying for a woman’s time proves
difficult. Comedy. Britain

285  Mike, Harry & Misha
Marius Smuts 9 minutes 12A
Mike and his best friend Harry go for a trip to the Cornish

countryside where they meet the lovely Misha. Harry falls
in love. Comedy, London

288 Hit The Big Time Helen Grace 29 mins 15
Two numbskull british hitmen try to give up crime by going
to Hollywood to pitch their life stories as a movie. Comedy.
London

297 A Sleepless Sonnet
Diana Taylor 2 mins U
Art film. Art. Britain

301  Panico A Una Muerte Ridicula
Rubin Stein 15 minutes 12A
Tom is obsessed by ridiculous deaths. A tragic piece of
news will mark the beginnign of a strange travel through
fear, love and destiny. Drama. Spain

305  The Picnic
Sten Rosendahl 4 minutes 12A
A couple is on picnic when the woman has had enough!
Horror. Sweden

313  Today Is Friday Kelly Parslow 7 mins 12A
The three Roman soldiers who crucified Jesus go out
drinking that Friday night. Drama. London

315  Count To Ten Monique Simpson 8 mins 12
A collage of sound and images exploring the differing
reactions to the emotions of irritation. What’s your pet
hate? Documentary. Britain

323  The Monologue
Gabriel Castillo 22 minutes 12
An artist struggling must confront his inner self to move
forward in life. Miguel Diaz goes on a journey of self
discovery of accepting who he is and delivering his
greatest piece.Drama. Britain

324  Over The Green Bridge
Ang Yee Sien  7 minutes U
A once successful businessman, who is hit by a financial
breakdown, walks onto a green bridge. Drama. Britain

325  Loss Ang Yee Sien 3 minutes 12A
An argument sets off between mother and daughter-in-
law, revealing the truth of his son’s death. Drama Britain

326  De Sperate Ang Yee Sien 7 mins 12
A pair of long lost mother and son meet, each with own
desperation. Drama. Britain

330  Waste Of Life Sam Dowson 11 mins  15
A 16 year old with no family or friends, living in a half
way house, he meets Richard who takes him on a downhill
spiral of drug abuse. Drama. London

336  By Your Side Oliver Case 10 mins 12
After 30 years of marriage and lies can you still love? Can
you still communicate? Drama. Britain

347  Elevation
Zuzana Sochman & Tunde Makinde 8 minutes 12
Three people. A lift. Whats the worst that can happen? 
Comedy. London

351  Why Can’t I? Lauri Fowler 10 mins  U
Captures the charity (providing courses for adults with
learning disabilities) at its best, observing how each
individual expresses themself. Documentary. Britain

355  Hear Me Now
Amy-Joyce Hastings  4 minutes 12
Henry and Marie have a tempestuous love affair. But all is
not as it seems ...and just who has overheard their last
spat? Comedy. Britain

356  Through A Glass Darkly
Cherith Brown 6 minutes U
A surrealist vision exploring the boundaries between
fantasy amd reality. Art. Northern Ireland

359  Lost Scenes - Follow
(Alice In Wonderland) Ray Wilkes 5 minutes 12
Alice In Wonderland inspired music video. 
Music Videos. Britain

360  Lost Souls - Eaton Park (Zombies)
Ray Wilkes 5 minutes 12A
A man who has nightmares about zombies - but do his
dreams become reality? Music Videos, Britain

363  The Untangling Jake Speed 8 mins  12
How tight are the ties that bind us? In this fantasy tale,
Ben and Sam, employees of Clomb & Son untangling
factory unravel and unwind more than they ever thought
possible. Drama. Britain

364  Vive La France Luke Andrews 13 mins  15
An SS Commander tries to wreak the resistance of a group
of French children, but one makes a stand. Drama. Britain

365  Wallpaper Gabriel Foster Prior 11 mins   U
Teenage boy who’s fallen in love and his fear of anyone
finding out. The piece captures an essence of teenagehood
and first love. Drama. Britain

368 Someone Else Andrew Newall 4 mins  12A
A young woman who lives alone is paranoid that there
may be someone else in her house. Horror. Britain

371  So In Love Alberto Bona 4 mins U
Musical love story amidst an urban cosmopolitan setting.
Featuring international band The Kosmos and actresses
Irene Kise and Elle Jamison. Musical. London

379  114 Lawrence Boorke  5 minutes 12
Howard Orlaith is psychologically trapped. His fear keeps
him from doing what he needs to do in order to grow and
achieve a sense of well being. Drama. Britain

388  Believe
Alexander Thomas & Paul McCruddon 4 minutes U
The increasing threat to local community identity or retail
homogenisation and the creative and passionate resistance
of local people. Documentary. London

400  Afro Goblin And Chums The
Movie Thomas Crook 7 minutes 12A
A scret agent spoof starring a seven foot tall Austrian
action-hero bull and a skinny, self assured snappily
dressed English goblin playboy. Animation. Britain

402  My Mother’s Eyes
Barry Warburton  12 minutes 15
A violent brother and a crooked police detective seek
revenge for a murder. Crime Thriller. Britain

417  Windowsill Stories (# I Two Mildly
Amusing Bears) Inge Nederkoorn & John Moseley
24 minutes 12A
Two animated Teddybears and a young woman reflecting
upon progressive politics. Art. Belgium

420  Dancer Your Way
Laith Sami 30 minutes 12
Ten dancers from across Europe come together for a dance
course in London. Sparks fly as they struggle to overcome
their differences. Mock-Documentary. London

423  Birdsong Oleg Jankovic 9 mins 12
In rural Latvia, a son visits his heavy drinking, belligcent
father. Drink is the only way to deal with their dysfunc-
tional relationship. Comedy. London

425  The Visit Dailey / Levio  90 mins 18
An american girl visits her porn-freak cousin in Paris.
Comedy. France

433  Phonophobia Flavio Sciole 14 mins 12A
Phonophobia and delirium. (Strobe effect thoughout) 
Art. Italy

435  Sublime Rain, Sublime Pain
Flavio Sciole 13 minutes 12A
Sublime rain and sublime in a decadent life. (strobe
effects). Art. Italy

437  Decline, Decadence And Death
Flavio Sciole 24 minutes 15
Decline, decadence and death. (Strobe effect). Art. Italy

439  Beatodio Flavio Sciole 1 min U
Beat and god. Art. Italy

440  God Is Out Of Order
Flavio Sciole 3 minutes 12
God is out. Art. Italy

450  Ansiedad (Anxiety)
Eduardo Casanova 25 minutes 18
Violeta can neither speak nor relate to anyone who knows
her. With her lovesick character, she survives feeding off
tranquillzers. Drama. Spain

475  Carnival Colours (2)
Gaspar Lukacs & Gayle Harney  45 minutes U
Costumes .. customs .. processions .. parades: music and
dance.  Street fiestas in Latin America. Doc. Britain

478  Three Darren S. Cook 17 minutes 12A
Three men, three guns, three hits. When three hitmen are
sent to kill each othe... Comedy. Britain

479  Sumthing Like Luv
Siddhasth Sinha 17 minutes U
A portrayal of two days of a girl’s life, a day, when her
boyfriend is about to leave for USA. Drama. India

486  The Profit
Ryan J-W Smith 4 minutes 12
A short filmabout the world bank / IMF / US exploitation
of Haiti. Drama. Britain

487  For Rachel
Ryan J-W Smith 3 minutes 15
A short film in honour of Rachel Corrie: a young american
killed defending Palestian homes from Israeli bulldozers.
Drama. Britain

488  Traffucked
Ryan J-W Smith 4 minutes 15
A short film about sex trafficking in Europe. Drama.
Britain
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